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CHAPTER I

CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE OP THIS UNIT
Purpose.-- This paper is concerned with the organization
and classroom presentation of a unit of work in the field of
French at the secondary-school level. It is an attempt to
apply the principles of unit organization and teaching
procedures advocated in Fundame nt al s of Secondary -School
University, under the direction of Professor Roy 0. Billett
in the Boston University School of Education, to the Unit
organization and the classroom presentation of the topic,
“The Imperfect Tense, Demons trative Adjectives and Demonstrative
Pronouns in French".
For the f ore ign-language program to merit the c ons ide rat icn
due it as a study worth the attention and sustained effort of
any section of a school’s population, it must offer a little
more realism and practicality than the following:^/
Aside from the general disciplinary value common
to all linguistic and literary studies, the study of
French and German in the secondary schools is profitable
in three ways; First, as an introduction to the life
E Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching,ughton, Mifflin 0bmpany
,
aos ton, T9T0
2/ Report of the Committee of Twelve of The Modern Language
Assoc lat-ion of America
,
D. CT7 ife ath” uncT Company
,
Boston,
1903
. p. 9
Method at Boston
1

and literature of France and Germany; secondly, as
preparation for intellectual pursuits that require
the ability to read French and German for information;
thirdly, as a foundation of an accomplishment that may
become useful in business and travel.
For the boy or girl who must select a course of study
long before he or she can know just what special attainment
will be trie most useful in after life, it is enough to be
assured that the discipl ine and culture~~oerived from the
study of a foreign language, whe t lie r an c i ent or modem,
will be certainly proved valuable. (Underscoring not in
the original).
A more realistic approach would open the way for better
efforts and more successful work on both the part of the teacher
1/
and pupil.
Schools will encourage the development of reading
power in modern languages if they provide suitable library
facilities for free and assigned reading, in which should
figure newspapers, illustrated magazines, books of travel,
history, science and fiction.
Since reading ability is the one objective on which
all agree, classroom efforts during the first two years
should center primarily on developing the ability to
understand the foreign language readily through the eye
and through the ear. The goal must be to read the foreign
language directly with a degree of understanding comparable
to that possessed in reading the vernacular. In order that
students may attain this goal, reading experience must be
adequate and the results of all other types of class
exercise must converge toward the same end.
If any degree of success is to be attained in studying
French, the difficulty of the reading material must be so
gradated as to meet the level of the ability of the pupil
concerned. All the French words used in this unit are listed
1/Al-Serncm Coleman, The Teaching of Modern Fore ign Languages in
—
ne e d Gtates
,
The Macmillan Company, hew York, 1929,
pp. 170, 278

in the first thousand words of Vander Beke’s Word List or are
cognates and the idioms used are from Cheydleur’s French List,
suitable for first year French.
Working with a foreign language is not a gymnastic exercise
for strengthening the brain by butting it against a 'bt onewall
.
The following, to say the least, is not too accurate:^"
We attach greatest importance then to linguistic
discipline and literary culture . But the ability to read
French and German has also another value not directly
connected with the study of belles-lettres. In nearly all
branches of knowledge at the present time a large part of
the best that has been written is to be found in the German
and French languages. One who wishes to study anything
thoroughly
,
no matter what
,
finds it highly convenient, if
not absolutely - necessary
,
to be able to read these
languages in the pursuit of information. (Underscoring not
in the original)
Such is not the case today.
^
If the foreign-language program is to merit an
important place in the secondary-school program of
studies, it must become more functional in desirable
ways in the lives of the pupils who study it; it must be
reorganized in the light of modern psychological and
sociological principles. Foreign language -courses built
on the ancient doctrine of discipline and culture are
doomed
.
In an effort to produce something original, worthwhile,
motivating and at the level of difficulty desired, this unit
was constructed with well-defined goals and so directed and
judged.
y Report of the Committee of Twelve of The Modern Language
association ox^iunerica
,
S.U. Heath an d C onroany , 5 os t on , 19 0
3
,
p. 11
2/ Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching ,
Houghton, Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, p. 322

The unit of work represents an effort to produce more
suitable material for reading than the ever-present classics
with their high level of difficulty. All work planned or
entered into in the unit is gradated in difficulty.
Speaking the language
,
understanding it when spoken and
conversing in the language are considered as subsidiary ends
to the main goal— successful reading—
•
The t own . - - Princeton High School is situated in the
center of the town of Princeton, Massachusetts which is
centrally located among the cities of Worcester, Pitchburg,
Leominster and Gardner. The town of Princeton is situated
fifteen miles northwest of Worcester. It was settled in 1742
and originally named Princetown after the Reverend Thomas
Prince, one of the first settlers. It was once a farming
area. It is now a residential area and a summer resort, being
blessed with an altitude of twelve hundred feet and a two
thousand eighteen foot mountain, Kt . Wachusett, a state
reservation, sitting on the edge of town. At the present time
Princeton has no industries of any kind, the industries of
years gone by, having been outmoded and discontinued. With
few exceptions, the farming that is carried on is done as a
pastime and not, in most instances, as means of making a
livelihood.

QEdward Savage, the noted colonial artist, Reverend Thomas
Prince, founder of the town, ¥ard Nicholson Boylston, Esq.,
originally of Boston and founder of the professorship of
rhetoric and oratory at Harvard University which was first
occupied by John Quincy Adams, and King Philip, the Indian
chieftain, have been the town t s most noted residents.
Princeton was populated by people of Anglo-Saxon stock and
to the present day changes in population have been limited to
the Irish, Scotch, Canadian and Swedish.
The population of the town at the present time is eight
hundred and fifty-seven. The t own has not grown along with the
nation as a whole, since Princeton had more people a hundred
years ago than did many of the present ne ighboring, we 11 -populated
and larger towns.
The residents are of average means but the town lias
benefited through gifts of wealthy summer residents who built
and have occupied mansions during the past hundred years. The
town hall and the library are the two most noteworthy examples
of such generosity and community interest.
The houses in the town are large and old but well kept
since they are in most instances owned by the occupants. The
war, and the consequent shortage of housing, has had little
effect on the town of Princeton other than to increase the
Population by one hundred and fifty-four and to cause the

erection of four new houses
The town has few professional mens one doctor, one lawyer,
one veterinarian. Two small stores and two garages are
available to the people. The above-mentioned professional men
have their offices in Worcester and it is Worcester and other
neighboring communities to which the residents of Princeton
must go for most of the necessities of life, and for their
daily work.
The school .— Princeton High School is part of Princeton
Center School, a consolidated school, which includes grades one
through twelve of the town of Princeton in one building. The
total enrollment of the school, grades one through twelve, is
171 with twenty-five high school pupils. The Princeton High
School has the smallest enrollment of any high school in the
state. Up until 1941 the school had only nine grades but in
1941 grades ten, eleven and twelve were added. During 1949 the
townspeople are to vote on erecting an area school together
with Sterling and Westminster, neighboring communities, which
would include grades seven through twelve with a total
enrollment of five hundred pupils.
Such a step would certainly be the greatest educational
advancement ever made by the town of Princeton since the
surrender of the one-room schoolhouse.

Including a teacher-principal, nine teachers constitute
the faculty, three elementary schoolteachers and six junior-
senior high schoolteachers. The present "building was erected
in 1906 in an effort to consolidate as many one-room school-
houses as possible. Although fairly adequate physically at
the present time, it is estimated that additional room will be
needed by 1953, at which time the peak of the anticipated
increased pupil-load will be reached.
In the elementary rooms the classes average twenty to
twenty-five pupils but some teachers have two classes in one
room. In the high school the classes are much smaller, the
seventh grade with twenty pupils being the largest and the
twelfth grade with three pupils being the smallest. The very
small classes in grades seven through twelve, with a total
of fifty-seven pupils, offer severe handicaps to pupils and
teachers alike. Lack of competition, scarcity of different
ideas and the plain lack of pupils make it difficult to carry
on a full program to which the pupils are entitled, the town
can afford and which the teachers are anxious to offer.
The writer believes that whatever the advantages of
extremely small classes may be, such as personal attention,
friendly atmosphere, and intimate knowledge of all the students,
they are overwhelmed by such disadvantages as the lack of
different ideas, limited competition and too few group

activities, all of which tend toward developing a feeling of
illiberality.
Princeton together with the towns of Sterling and
Westminster form Superintendency Union Number Nine.
Space Provisions and Equipment
The room .— The classroom in which this unit was taught is
located on the second floor of the building. It is on the back
of the building and has a northwest exposure. The school is
situated one hundred feet off a country road and is ideally
placed. The room is fourteen feet wide, nineteen feet long and
ten feet high. There are four rows of pupils with five movable
desks and chairs in each row. There are twenty-seven feet of
blackboard space. The room has five windows and three exits.
Equipment . In anticipation of teaching a unit in French,
the writer has done as much as could be done physically to make
the pupils, the classroom and the teacher more adaptable to
teaching and learning by the Unit lie thod .
The classroom had twenty combination chair-and-desk
arrangements for the pupils, and one desk and chair for the
teacher. The above mentioned furniture occupies all the floor
space available in the classroom. Fortunately the pupil "chair-
desks 11 are movable, each chair being attached to the desk by
steel tubing. In an attempt to rid the class of the disciplin-
ary style of row on row of pupils, the writer has arranged the
., i. J
-
-
-
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desks in five groups of four desks each, situated
four desks of each group are opposite and at the
side each other.
so that the
same time along
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This gives each group of four pupils a wider desk area upon
which to work. The desks are flush with one another and have
hut a slight pitch. It is not ideal, hut it is much better
than the row on row style. Since the room is used by six
different subject-matter classes and two different teachers
each day, working on a rotating six period a day schedule, any
permanent shifting of furniture is impracticable at the present
t ime
.
There were no bookcases in the room prior to the rearrange-
ment. In order to make the pupil references and aids more
readily accessible to the class, a four shelf bookcase, ten
inches wide, four feet long, and three feet high was set along
side the wall on an outer aisle. Since there is no floor
*
space available for an open desk or table for pupil use, a text
book closet with glass doors, formerly used by the teacher as
a store room only, has been converted into a closed bookcase
for additional reference books, postcards of France, maps,
crcsswork puzzles, songs, and other teacher-pupil aids. Books
used in the unit work were those already in use by the school
and additional books were supplied by the teacher. The school
has no library. Additional books that were needed were
borrowed from the public library and made available to the
pupils in the classroom.

10
Since the room lacked a bulletin board, a bulletin board,
three feet by five feet, was set up in the room and four* extra
blackboard areas were converted into display boards by tacking
heavy cloth over the blackboards.
The room had one serious disadvantage. It was situated
next to the gymnasium where the music and physical education
classes were held. Consequently, during some school days it was
difficult to make one’s self heard above the din.
In an effort to create an atmosphere in keeping- with the
objectives to be gained and to aid in making the surroundings
of the pupils as conducive to enthusiastic, self -mot ivat ed
achievement as possible, the following realia were obtained and
were used to decorate the classroom in conjunction with the work
done in the unit by the pupils and the teachers
1. Books of French folk songs.
2. Mots Cr oise's Faciles.
3. French flag, two feet by three feet.
4. Two flag display, United States and France, with
wooden stand for desk.
5. Fleur de lys banner.
G. Jeanne D * Arc etchings.
7 * Sermon on the Mount in French.
8. Set of ten lithograph paintings of French scenes.
9. Set of six lithograph scenes of Paris.

10 . Set of twenty lithograph, scenes of Versailles.
11. Set of sixty scenes of France.
12. Set of eight lithograph scenes of Cathedrals.
13. One map of France, three feet hy five feet.
14. One set of French railway posters.
15. A collection of French coins and hills.
16. A collection of folders advertising, in French,
many famous resort and tourist areas in France.
17. A set of cards of Quebec and hotel menus written
in French.
18. Letters written to third year French students from
French correspondents in France.
19. A map of the United States, three feet by four feet.
The test. -- The items in the tests were based on the
delimitation of the unit. The test consisted of two hundred
and three items. The same test was used for the pre-test and
for the achievement test.
The test was divided into twelve parts:
Part I Twenty items of completion in English
II Twenty items of completion in French
III Twenty-four of recall in French
IV Thirteen items of recall in French
V Six items of recall in French

VI Fifteen items of translation into French
VII Ten items of translation into English
VIII Twenty-five items of recall in English
IX Five items of correct matching in French
X Twenty-five items of correct matching in French
XI Twenty-five items of completion in French
XII Fifteen items of completion in French
Two classes of fifty minutes each were allotted to the
pre-test. The pupils were told that the pre-test would have
no hearing on their final marks*
The writer kept a log of the entire proceedings of the
fifteen class periods.
Time allotment .— For the ninth-grade class, five fifty
minute periods per week for three weeks were allotted as
follows
:
Periods 1-2 Introduction
Periods 3-10 Laboratory work
Periods 11-13 Pooling-and-sharing of experiences
Periods 14-15 Final Objective Test
The Pupils of the Ninth Grade
The unit on the imperfect tense, demonstrative adjectives
and demonstrative pronouns in French was taught to seven hoys
and girls of the ninth grade during the last two weeks of

16
February ana the first week of March, 1949.
In an effort to integrate the work done in the French
class with other school subjects, activities were so planned as
to include areas and ideas relegated as far as the curricula
were concerned, to English, penmanship, drawing
,
history and
geography. The assistance and cooperation of the other teachers
in aiding the pupils to attain their objectives in the unit was
most gratifying.
Pupil data.-- The ninth grade has seven pupils, five girls
and two boys, and is the only first year French class in the
school. The youngest in the ninth grade was fourteen years
five months old as of March 1, 1949. The oldest, was seventeen
years and three months old, as of the same date. The average
age on March 1, 1949 was fifteen years five months.
Table 1. Pupils in Room, the Number, Age of Youngest, Average
Age
,
and Age of Oldest
Number of Pupils Young es t
1
Ave rage Oldest
(1) ~T2T 1 [3l
7 14-5 15-5
,
I
17-3
French is a required subject for the pupils taking the
college course. For pupils in the commercial course and the
general course, French is an optional subject. Other than the
<
1
L
homogeneity acquired as a result of the college course pupils
taking French as a required subject, no effort is made to group
pupils in courses as a result of intelligence quotients.
Table 2. High School Courses, Humber of G-irls and Boys Taking
Bach and Totals
Course Girls
r=i
Boys Total
(1)
_ te.) (3J . 14)
Commercial 1 1
General 1 1
College 3 2
s
5
Totals 5
!
2 7
The only test results available of the ninth-grade pupils
were the intelligence quotients obtained from The Stanford-
Binet Test of Intelligence. A test of reading ability had been
given but the results were not recorded by the school and the
tests were not kept.

Table 3. Intelligence Quotients of the Pupils of the Ninth
Grade
Pupil 3c ore
(i) (2)
i 129
2 123
3 118
4 112
5 107
6 106
7 102
National background The following table shows the
birthplace of the parents and grandparents of the pupils.
Table 4. Native Country and Numbers of Fathers, Mothers and
Grandparents Born There
Country
—
Father
|
Mo the r Grandparents
(1) (2) (3) (4)
America
Canada
France
6
0
0
6
0
1
0
16
3
1
Ireland 0 0 4
Sweden
\
1 1 4

Only one pupil can speak another language in addition to
English. One hoy speaks Swedish. French is spoken in one
home, by both parents and in another home, one parent speaks
French and Italian. Swedish is spoken in one home by the
student and the other five members of the family. Six pupils
plan on taking second year French, No pupils plan on taking
third year French.
Parents * occupations . -- The following table shows the
types of work engaged in by the fathers of the pupils.
Table 5. Occupations of the Parents of the Pupils
Occupation Number
M U)
Farrne r 1
General Foreman 1
Machinis
t
Mechanic 1
Shoemaker 1
Retired 1
All seven mothers do house work only. None of the mothers
assists as a wage earner. Very few of the pupils work part-time
or after school since the opportunities for such work are few.
All the girls work as mother’s helpers or as baby sitters.

£0
Recently even boys are being pressed into this latter "occupa-
tion" .
Community interests . - - The town has but few of those
organizati ons which play such an important part in the life of
a city dweller. The American Legion and the Grange are the
most prominent organizations in the town. There are several
other groups but they are mostly of a personal nature such as
individual sewing groups and knitting circles. The number of
clubs or organizations available to school children is limited.
The high school offers no clubs except the Student Congress
which is considered a school administrative group, not a club
in the true sense
.
There is but one church in the town and a one room
library. The church offers a Young People’s Organization which
meets weekly for the benefit of those children who attend the
church. The library is open for nine hours weekly during the
school year.
Since the school has so few pupils, dances are rare
occasions occurring at most once or twice a year, most likely
at graduation.
There are no organized athletics nor playgrounds during
the summer months and basketball, baseball and touch-football
are the forms of athletics offered the students during the
school year.
.'
.
'
The unit work was under the direction oiTe acher data .
the regular teacher of the French class, the writer of the
p^per. The writer is in his fourth year of Secondary School
teaching and is thirty years old. tie graduated from a French
parochial school where he studied French for nine years, tie
attended a public high school where he studied French for three
years and Boston College whence he graduated with an A. 3 .
degree having maj ored in French, he also attended the
University of Grenoble
,
Grenoble, France for a Summer Course
of 131 hours. he believes that additional experience in the
field of secondary-school teaching will enable him t o improve
considerably upon future unit work.
Probable Incidental and Indirect Learning Products
Incidental and indirect learning products are the
appreciations, skills, attitudes, understandings and ideals
developed by taking part in the various activities, but which
are not the major goals pf the unit.
Tests . Tests are used to provide a picture of the
pupil’s achievement and progress. A pre-test is for diagnostic
purposes to find out the children’s knowledge before entering
upon the unit. An achievement test is used to determine how
much the pupil has mastered. Short quizzes should also be
given during the course of the study of the unit.

CHAPTER II

Chapter II
UNIT ORGANIZATION OR THE TOPIC i THE IMPERRECT TENSE
,
DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES AND DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
IN FRENCH
General Statement of the Unit . The ability to read the story
"Le Cirque" in French and to understand its meaning, not
translate its meaning, in English. The story involves The
Imperfect Tense in French with its particular meanings of
repeated past action, continuous past action, parallel past
action, and state of being in the past. The Demonstrative
Ad.ject ives and Demo ns t ra t i ve Pronouns will be discovered as
those words which modify and replace a noun respectively, but
in addition, point out a certain person, place, or thing, that
is, they demonstrate. Certain vocabulary v7ords and idioms at
the level of difficulty of a first year French class according
to the Vander Beke French ~.ord List will be learned. Related
oral, aural and written work will also be done in an effort to
gradate the work of the unit to the level of a first year
French class, and to have the efforts of pupils involved yield
worthwhile, self -satisfactory and practical results.
Delimit at ion of the Unit .
1. The recognition of all cognates as they appear in the
reading.

Z. The ability to recognize in oral, aural and written
French, the imperfect tense of first, second and third
conjugation verbs such as; denander
,
venir
,
and dire
with the following characteristic endings: ais
,
ais
,
ait
,
ions
,
iez
,
aient .
3. The ability to translate the imperfect tense into good,
everyday English at the level of difficulty which would
be encountered in the writing or conversation of ninth-
grade pupils
,
such as - j taimais le lait quand j * e^tais
petit mais a present je ne 1 f aime pas -
,
si tu avais un
frere c orame Jacque s
.
tu aurais de la dif f icult e -
,
,ie
f inissais me s devoirs tous les j ours en e te- .
4. The understanding that the imperfect tense is not merely
another tense demoting past action but that it is used in
the following instances;
1. To express a continuous past action:
When v/e lived in Paris ...
Q.uand on deneurait a Paris . . .
Z, The repetition of the same past action:
I used to go to school everyday.
tP allais a 1 ^cole tous les j ours .
3. To denote a past action going on when another
action took place:
I was eating when you came in.
Je mange ais quand vous e tes entre .

4.
To express a state of being in the past:
When he was young, he was rich.
Q,uand il etait jeune
,
il e tait riche .
5. The ability to understand the meanings and the uses of
the following demonstrative adjectives:
ce, cet
,
cette
,
meaning this and that •» .
.
ces, meaning these and those . .
.
-c_i, and - la used with these adjectives when
contrast is desired, for example, ces hommes -
c
i
, meaning these men , ces homines -la , meaning
those me
n
.
6. The ability to understand the meanings and the uses of
the following demonstrative pronouns:
celui
.
celle , meaning the one of . . •
•
ceux
,
celle
s
.
meaning those of,,..
- c
i
and -la used with these pronouns when
contrast is desired, for example, ceux-ci ,
meaning the se , celle s -la , meaning thos
e
.
7. To strengthen vocabularies by the knowledge and use of
the following words:
la - the re
.
ronde -round t simple -simple . mais -but t
beauc oup -many
.
quand -when
.
aussi , also .
8. The ability to use on^ as the subject of the verb in the
third person singular in its many impersonal ways such
as; one
,
pe ople
,
we, you or they
,
for example, on purle

2p
meaning we speak
,
you s pe ak , or one speaks *
9.
The understanding of the first person plural, present
indicative without the personal pronoun subject, as an
expression of volition, for example, mange ons -let * s eat ,
aormons -le t * s sleep .
10. The knowledge that faire une promenade and tout le monde
are idiomatic phrases which mean to^ take a walk and
everybody *
11 . The ability to use in a simple sentence, written or
oral, any of the words used in the reading such as:
.Pair/ie le s aninaux-I like animals . Ceux -ci sont grands
auss
i
-These are big also .
12. 3e able to distinguish between the feminine and masculine
nouns and the changes in gender and number of adjectives
as follows: Feminine adjectives are formed by adding an-
e_-to the masculine form, for example, grand -grande . The
plurals are formed by adding an-syto either the masculine
or feminine singular forms, for example, grand -grands
.
grande -grande
s
.
13. Justify the use of the person and number of the verb by
comparison with the person, gender and number of its
subject such as: Les filles, elles ne sont pas mauvaises.
"
"
- 1 1 —— - - - — 1 - — - — — ——
Elles agrees in gender, number and person with filles .
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Lis t of Probable Indirect and Inc idental Learning Produc ts .
A. Indirect .
1. The development of the attitudes of respect rather
than tolerance and of consideration rather than
impatience toward social institutions will be enhanced.
2. The ideal toward which the world is striving today,
a more united world, will be made to seem a little
more probable and realistic by the realization that we
are all members of one world even though we speak
different languages.
3. The pupil will realize more clearly that to some people
English is a foreign tongue and Americans are
foreigners and not that everyone except a person who
speaks English or who lives in America is a foreigner.
B. Inc idental .
1. The pupil will increase his ability to read, speak
and write English.
2. He will learn that although individual words are
important, the idea is the essence to be extracted
when using a foreign language and that the inability
to understand one or more words is not too great a
barrier to comprehension.
3. The development of an historical and cultural back-
ground of Prance by learning about its history, its
language, its people and the lives of some of its

afamous leaders, such as Napoleon and Joan of Arc,
The contributions of France to music and science are
made more apparent by reading and learning of the
accomplishments of Pasteur, Gurie, Massenet and
Debussy
.
The pupils will realize the influence France and
the French language have had upon North America and
the world, through its exploration and colonization
and to what extent the results of that influence still
remain.
The pupil will begin to realize that idioms are not
foreign to the English language nor are peculiarities,
but that they play an important part in his everyday
speech.
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Company, 1933
4. Billett, Roy 0., Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching .
Houghton, Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940
5. Buswell, C. T., A Laboratory Study of the Reading of Modern
Fore ign Language 3 . New York: The Macmillan Company, 1927
6. Cardinal Princ iples of Secondary Education . Bulletin, U. 3.
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7. Carnahan, David Hobart, Short French Review Grammar and
Compos it ion . Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1920
8. Cole, Robert D., Modern Foreign Languages and Their Teaching ^
New York: D. Apple ton-Century Company, 1931
9. Coleman, Algernon, Experiment s and 3tudie s of Modern
Language Teaching . Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1934
10* Coleman, Algernon, The Teaching of Modern Foreign
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. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1929
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,
Mathurin, Modern French Course . Boston: D. G. Heath
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13. Dubrule
,
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,
Modern Language Teaching Yonkers on
Hudson, Hew York: World Book Company, 1940
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s
.
18. Hopkins, L. Thomas, Curriculum Princ i ole s and Practices .
problem iii, The Function of the Aim of a Subject.
Benjamin H. Sanborn and Company, 1929
19. Holzwarth, Charles, and William R. Price, Intermediate
French . Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1927
20. Keller, Marie V., The necessity o f Teaching a Basic
Voc abulary in Modern Language Work. Modern Language
Journal. Vol. 8. October, 1923
*'
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.
21. Report of the Committee of Twelve of the Modern Language
Assoc iation of America . Boston: D. C. Heath and Company,
1903
22. The Advisory Committee of the American Classical League,
The Classical Investigation . Part _I . General Report .
Princeton, Hew Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1924
23. Werner, 0. H.
,
The Influence of the Study of Modern Foreign
Language s on the Development of Desirable Abilit ie
s
in
English . Studies in Modern Language Teaching. Hew York;
The Macmillan Company, 1930.
24. Wheeler, C. A., and others, Enrollment in the Fore ign
Language s in Secondary Schools and Colleges of the United
States . Hew York: The Macmillan Company, 1928

The Unit Assignment
.
(Tentative time allotment three weeks)
A. Introduct ion . The class is introduced to the topic of the
Impe rfect Tense hy various sentences of the following
types written in French and in English on the blackboard
by the teacher, with an explanation of the differences
among the present, imperfect and future tenses in so far
as the elements of time
,
meaning and personal endings are
concerned
:
1. Je_ mange ma pomme .
I am eating my apple,
2. Nous c ommenpons nos devoirs
.
We begin our work.
3 . Je_ mange ais ma pomme quand vous e tes ent res
.
I was eating my apple when you came in.
4 • ITous l is ions nos livres .
Ue were reading our books or we always read our
bo oks
.
5 • jje. mangerai ma pomme .
I shall eat my apple.
6. hous mange rons nos pomme s
.
We shall eat our apples.
An explanation of the above sentences is given along
the following lines: In sentences one and two, action
going on at the present time is shown, that is, what is
*I
.
happening at this very moment, demonstrated "by the use
of the present tense.
In sentences three and four, the action described is
that of time gone by, past action, but it is not completed
past action, but rather an action in the past tense when
some other action took place, habitual past action or
action describing a certain situation. This is known as
the imperfect tense.
In sentences five and six, action is presented from
the point of view of what is going to happen, that is,
what will happen in the future. The future includes all
time from this very moment on.
The personal endings of the present, imperfect and
future tenses can be compared and understood from the
following sample
Present Tense
je porte_
tu por tes
il porte.
hous port ons
vous porte
z
ils portent
rb tenses:
Imperfect Tense
je portais
tu port ais
il port ait
nous port ions
vous port ie
z
ils portaient
Future Tense
je porterai
tu port eras
il portera
nous por terons
vous portere
z
ils porteront

The endings for the present tense are: e^, jes, <e,
ons . ez and ent . These endings are added to the stem
of the present tense which is port formed by dropping
the er ending of the infinitive.
The endings for the imperfect tense are: ais
.
ais
,
ait
.
ions
,
ie
z
and aient . These endings are added to the
stem of the imperfect tense which is port formed by
dropping the ant ending of t be present participle.
The endings for the future tense are: ai. as
,
a,
ons, ez and ont . These endings are added to the stem of
tiie future tense which is porter formed by using the
infinitive of the verb.
The pupils then mke up their own sentences and
discuss them with the teacher and neighboring pupils.
The pupils are presented with these questions: Why the
necessity of more than one past tense? As a means of
comparison, how many past tenses are used in English?
What are their specific uses? What is the specific use
of the Impe rfec t Tense in French? What are the tell-tale
marks in French which will show that a verb is in the
Imperfect Tense? ’What are the key words in English which
advise the use of the Impe rfec t Tense ?
Demonstrative adjectives are words which modify a
noun but also point out the noun they modify, that is,
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they demonstrate. The following are demonstrative
adjectives
:
ce
,
cet t cette . meaning this and that . .
.
meaning these and t hos
e
. .
.
-ci
,
and -la are used with these adjectives when
contrast is desired, for example, ces hommes-ci
,
meaning t he s e men
,
ces homines -la
,
meaning thos e men .
Ce and cet are the masculine singular forms, cet being used
when a masculinenoun begins with a vowel or an h mute
.
for exam-pie:
1. Ce_ garq on es t grand .
This boy is tall.
2. Cet homme est ge t i t .
This man is small
.
Cette is the feminine singular form used as follows:
1. Cette f ille est si ,i e une .
This girl is so young.
The plural form for both the masculine and the feminine is
ces
.
2. Ces femme s s ont bonnes .
These women are good.
3. Ces homines sont braves .
These men are brave.
Demonstrative pronouns are words which take the place
of nouns but also point out the noun they replace that is,

they demonstrate. The following are demonstrative
pronouns
:
celui
,
oelle
,
meaning the one of . •
.
ceux
,
celle
s
,
meaning th os
e
of .
.
-oi
,
and -la are used with these pronouns when
contrast is desired, for example, ceux-c
i
,
meaning
these
,
celles -la
,
meaning those .
Celui is the masculines ingular form and celle is the
feminine singular form used as follows
s
1. Celui que ,i 'aime est mon pere .
The one whom I love is my father.
2. Celle que .1 ’aims est raa me re .
The one whom I love is my mother.
Ceux is the masculineplural form and c e 1 le
s
is the
feminine plural form.
3. Ceux que ,j * a i sont pons .
The ones which I have are good.
4. Celle s que
,j *ai s ont bonne
s
.
The ones which I have are good.
The pupils then give examples of their own using
demonstrative adjectives and demonstrative pronouns.
Comparisons are made between the usage of demonstrative
adjectives and demonstrative pronouns in French and in
English.

The next day the class is asked to point out
instances of the Imperfect Tense from readings, also
demonstrative adjectives and pronouns and to give as
close an English meaning as possible to these new words
and phrases. Reading of material in French containing
such new examples is done to familiarize the pupils with
the sight and sound of the matter to be learned.
A Pre-Test is given to determine the extent of
knowledge already possessed by the pupil.
A Study-and-Act ivity Guide is given to each pupil to
assist him in his work.
„ . ....
1
B. Gore Activities .
1. Using your individual copy of the story "Le Cirque"
read it through in French to yourself and see what it
is about. Below are listed a few questions which you
can answer after having done as much as you can toward
interpreting the meaning of the story, -Le Cirque.
Complete the sentences by filling in the blanks with the
correct number.
Arthur and James are (l) at the movies (2 )at home ( 3 ) riding
bicycles (4 )at the seashore.
Monday came (l)quickly(A) slowly( 3)not at all(4) rapidly.
The two boys prepare to go to(l)the theatre(2)a baseball

The event will take place (l)at home (2) in school (3) in the
city(4)in t he country.
The man at the gate asked for(l)their names ( 2) the ir ages
(3)
their tickets (4 ) their money.
Arthur immediately saw(l)an animal(2)a bird(3)a car(4) a
soldier.
James asked, "Where are the (l)bears(2) t igers ( 3 ) lions (4
)
monkeys “?
They saw two tigresses in a(l }box(2)cage ( 3)hole (4 ) room,
'//hen they became hungry they(l)went home (2-) went to s!eep(3)
ate (4) kept walking.
They ate in a(l )hot el
(
a) restaurant ( 3 ) dining car(4)cafe.
Which was in a( 1 ) f ie Id ( A)garage ( 3) square (4 ) t ent
.
The main show began at(l)two o'clock(2)noon(3)six o'clock
(4)
three o'clock.
The performance lasted(l)all day(a)three hours(3)half a
day(4)one hour.
James and Arthur (l)had a good time(2)were bored(3)fell
asleep(4 ) lef t before the show was over.
.fvt Arthur’s home they had(l)cookies(2)cake(3)candy(4) tea.
At noon meal Arthur asked for (l) one dessert(2)no dessert
(3)three desserts (4 )f our desserts.
James liked best (l ) Indians (2)horses ( 3) lions ( 4 ) clowns
•
Arthur enjoyed mos t (l ) t igers (2) elephants (3 )band( 4 ) lions
.
.f I
jj’or dinner the boys had(l)steak(2)sandwiches(3 )f ish
^4 )beefsteak.
id. What are the characteristic personal endings of the
imperfect indicative? To what stem are these endings
b
added? How is the stem derived? (8:196: 9:80-81;
11:17-18.
)
3. how do the three persons plural of the imperfect differ
from the three persons plural of the present indicative?
(8:196; 9:80-81; 11:268-269.)
4. what are the phonetic sounds of the six endings of the
imperfect tense? (8:196; 9:XVTI: 11:XII.)
5. How is the stem of an irregular verb derived? (8:196;
9:81.
)
6. Hot/ does the imperfect tense differ from the passe'
compose
7 in form? (8:130-132, 196; 9:41,80; 11:17-18.)
7. 7/hat type action does the imperfect tense describe?
(8:197-198; 9:81-82.; 11:17-18, 28, 286-287.)
8. How does the imperfect tense differ from the passe
compose' in meaning? (8-131,197-198; 9:81-32; 11:17-18.,
9. Would the imperfect tense be used in conversation to
a greater extent than in writing? (9:41,11-18.)
10.
Does e tre
.
to be, conform to this rule of forming
imperfect endings? (8:197; 9:81; 11:266.)
2 Code to the pupils* reading list. 8:196 means page 196 of
the eighth reference in the reading list at the end of the
unit assignment.

11. What exceptions to these endings are made in verbs
ending in -cer and -per ? (8:197; 11-277,286.)
12. What type action does the passe' compose' describe?
(8:130-132; 9:41; 11:12-14,287.)
13. How do demonstrative pronouns differ in usage from
demonstrative adjectives? (3:109-112; 9:153-154,44-
45; 11:88-89,314-315.)
14. ’.That are the forms of the demonstrative adjectives?
Do they agree in gender and number? How many plural
forms are there? (8:112; 9 ;154 ,44-45 ; 11 : 314
.
)
15. How do c_e and ce
t
differ? How are -c
i
,
and -la used
in conjunction with demonstrative adjectives?
(8:112; 9:45; 11:314.)
16. 7/hat are the forms of the demonstrative pronouns?
Do they agree in gender and number? How many plural
forms are there? (8:141; 9:154; 11:88-89,314.)
\
17. Are -c
i
and -la used with demonstrative pronouns?
(3:141; 9:154; 11:88-89,314.)
18. What are the meanings of the following words:
la
.
r onde
.
simple , beaucoup , quand , aussi and mais ?
(12:350,566,592,65,513 ,48,373 .)
19. Does on always mean one ? What other meanings does it
have? May it be used in the singular and the plural?
May it be translated in the singular or plural? What
person and number of the verb does it take?
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(8:210-211,248,425; 9:129-130; 11:318.)
. How is volition expressed in French? Is it similar
to the imperative? "What tense, person, and number
does it take? What are its characteristic endings?
Is the subject expressed or understood? (8:117-118,
356-357,464; 9:29-30; 11:264.)
21. Are faire une promenade and tout le monde used in
their literal translat ions ? What type phrases are
they? What do they mean? Do you know any other
similar phrases? (8:520,525; 9:13,25,20.)
22. are adjectives invariable in English? How are
adjectives used in French? How is the masculine
form changed to the feminine form? Are the plurals
formed in a regular manner? (8:44-45, 9:10-11,17-18;
11:326-328.
)
23. Do verbs agree with their subjects in person, gender,
and number in English? Do they in French? How do
they? Why is such agreement necessary? (8:31-32;
9:17-19.)

The 5 1 ory .
Le G iraue
"Lundi nous irons au cirque," disait Arthur hier quana
nous faisions notre promenade au bord de la mer.
"Ce sera magnifique," Jacques disait quand il mangeait,
' V
"Parce que je n'aurui rien a faire ce jour-la."
\
Ge lundi venait tres lentement, mais enfm voici le jour
de notre depart. Gette journee-la on faisait beaucoup de
/
preparations pour notre voyage en ville . Arrivant en ville de
bonne heure, Arthur dit, "Voila l'endroit rond du cirque la
S A
bas. Depe chons -nous .
"
On se depechait
.
Je cours," repond Jacques, "at tendez-moi .
"
On voyait toutes ces choses qu'un airque apportait puur s
performance dans ce temps -la.
Celui qui etait a la porte nous demandait nos tickets.
Geux qui e'taient apres nous, avaient des tickets aussi et on
les donnait a cet homme au passage.
Immediatement Arthur criait, "Voila un animal."
Gelui qu’il voyait etait une chamelle, une tres grande
chamelle
.
\ \
Moi, je disais
,
"Ou sont les lions, ou sont les lions?"
Arthur repond, "Je ne sais pas moi, je ne sais pas."

"Alors, marchons plus loin," je disais en marchant.
Et on marchait un peu plus loin dans une grande tente.
II y avait la dans une cage deux tigresses et celles-ci
etaient grandes, rondes, mais feroces aussi.
Celle-ci s*appelait Marie et celle-la Berthe. Elies
avaient faim, et elles faisaient de grand bruit.
Plus tard on voyait des clowns dans un rond. Ceux-ci
etaient hien droles et de toutes couleurs. Hous les avons
regarded longtemps. Celui-ci tombait par terre et allait a
quatre pattes. Mais celui-la qui e'tait proche des tentes, nous
amusait avec ses simples bouffonneries
.
/
Q,uund on avait faim on a mange dans un wagon- restaurant
dans une des tentes. Laissez-moi vous raconter l*histoire du
repas. Q,uand on dst entre', le wag on- restaurant e'tait plein.
Tout le monde voulait manger imme'diatement . On voulait manger
aussitot que possible parce qu’on avait faim. Le wagon-
restaurant etait tres petit. II n’y avait pas beaucoup de
chaises pour s'asseoir, alors il fallait rester debout pendant
quelques minutes afin d* avoir deux chaises pres d*une tu,ble.
Apres quinze minutes, la fille venait et nous demandait notre
ordre. Arthur n’aimait ni la poule ni le bifteck, alors je
l*attendais. II prenait beaucoup de temps et la fille devenait
impatiente. Alors je lui disais de decider inmediatezaent
•
Moi, j'avais decide de prendre du poisson. Apres des minutes
'.
Arthur a repondu qu f ii voulait du poisson aussi. .alors nous
deux, nous avons commande' du poisson, des pommes de terre frites
de la laitue
,
et des t omates . ^vant le repas Arthur voulait des
olives et du celeri et de la soupe aussi. Moi, j T ai pris des
olives et du celeri raais pas de soupe. Arthur m*a ait que la
soupe etait delicieuse, mais elle e'tait un peu trop chaude au
commencement . J*aimais les olives, specialement les olives
noires, raais le ce'leri etait bien sec, et je ne le finissais
pas
.
Arthur Finissait tout.
Pour boisson, je prenais du lait mais Arthur voulait du
the
7
. La fille re'pondait qu*il n r y avait pas de the', Alors
Arthur buvait le cafe et moi, je buvais le lait.
A. A /
Comme dessert il y avait, des peches, de la creme glacee,
des pommes rouges, du soda, des oranges et de la salade.
Je prenais de la crerne glacee imme'dia tement . Arthur
voulait de la creme glacee, des peches et une pomme
.
Moi, je riais beaucoup, mais la fille disait qu*il ne
pourrait pas avoir toutes ces chose s -la, alors Arthur prenait la
salade seuleraent
.
On avait beaucoup de temps, alors on mangeait lentement et
joyeusement. On regardait les garcons qui etaient avec leurs
parents et ceux-la, qui e'taient seuls comme nous. II faisait
chaud dans ce restaurant et tout le monde avait chaud. Mais

Arthur et moi, nous e^ions contents cette fois-ci, Parce que
beaucoup de personnes attendaient les chaises, on a paye'
l’addition et on est sorti. On ainait manger dans les restaurants
specialement les wagon-restaurants, Arthur et moi, nous aimons
spe^cialement les restaurants du cirque.
Apres avoir mange7 on se preparait avec tout le monde pour
la performance ge'nerale . Slle commenqait a deux heures, et
pendant les trois he 'ores suivantes on s f amusait beaucoup. On
faisait beaucoup de promenades parmi les tentes.
A deux heures precises on e'tait dans la grande tente avec
les trois ronds. On a pris deux places et on regardait tout le
monde dans cette grande tente.
Toutes les choses qui appart iennent a un cirque et presque
tout le monde de la ville e^aient presents dans la tente et
Arthur et moi, nous les avons aimes beaucoup.
Les longs wagons, les chevaux de toutes couleurs, les
/
vaches, les grands elephants, les singes avec leurs longues
queues, les chameaux aormants, les girafes corniques, -Arthur
regardait celles-la longtemps -les rhinoceros noirs, les
hippopot araes gris
,
les lions feroces, les tigres jaunes, les
clowns corniques, les Peaux-Rouges
,
les petites huttes, les
acrooates rapides, les cowboys avec leurs beaux chevaux, les
bicyclistes, la fanfare avec son grand bruit, tous ceux-ci nous
donnaient grand plc*isir.
'. . J
•
.
*
Tout le inonde regardait et aimait tous ces animaux et ces
personnages du cirque.
On le s aimait aussi, specialement les animaux de l’Afrique*
En allant chez nous apres cette performance joyeuse, Arthur me
dit
,
‘‘Jacques, est-ce que yous yous etes amuse' du cirque?”
jnais oui, beauc oup, '* j *ai repondu.
"Et yous Arthur?" "Moi aussi, rnais je suis un peu
fatigue," Arthur a repondu.
"Alors, allons chez moi pour quelques minutes," disait
Arthur, et puis on entrait dans sa maison et sa mere et son
pere nous demandaient, "Avez-Yous aime/ le cirque?" "Oh oui,"
on a repondu. "J’aimais les animaux, specialement les lions,"
a dit Arthur.
"Hoi, j’aimais les chevaux," repondait Jacques.
"Est-ce que vous ave z mange'* votre diner?" la mere d TArthur
lui a demanded
"Oh, oui, certainernent
,
n'est-ce pas Jacques?"
"llais oui," j‘ai repondu, nous n'avons pas faim."
Uuand on huYait le the' on parla it de cette performance
comique et joyeuse qu’on a vue et Arthur me dit, "Peut-etre en
economisant l^nne'e prochaine nous pourrons aller encore une
autre fois."
"J*essayerai ,
"
j*ai repondu
"iioi aussi," dit Arthur, "parce que ce cirque eCait
magnif ique .
"

"£a, j'aimerais faire encore,'* aisait Arthur continuelle-
ment, "il e'tait splendide."
Alors essayons," j’ai re'pondu.
‘‘Hals oui," dit Arthur.
"Bon soir," dit Jacques.
"Au revoir," re pond Arthur et avec ces mots nos amis s’en
allaient chez eux heureusenent
,
apres une longue journee au
cirque avec t ous ces animaux et ces personnes int eressants
.

Optional- Related Ac t ivi ties
.
1. Draw or trace an outline map of France and number
all important cities, harbors, rivers, mountains,
and bordering nations. Using demonstrative adjectives
and demonstrative pronouns, construct a sentence or a
paragraph, explaining each number on the map. Post
your map on the bulletin board under the large map of
France. (8;40-41; 5:74-75; 16:14 )
2. Drav/- a series of objects seen in the class in one
column, and in another column opposite, write short
sentences in French describing these objects using
demonstrative adjectives and pronouns. Read your
sentences to the class in French and have your
classmates guess what the objects are. (8:38-40.)
3. Using the Imperfect tense as much as possible, write a
description of an animal which you have seen at the
circus or at the 200 . Read your description to the
class. See if anyone can guess what animal you wrote
about. (13:27-33; 9:80-82; 8:196-202.)
4. Using your monthly French newspaper encircle as many
examples of the uses of demonstratives as you can and
post the paper on trie bulletin board. (8:112; 9:154.)
5. Write an account of the life of llapoleon in English,
then write a short resume in French using the imperfect
.
<±8
tense as much as possible . Exchange your account with
two other pupils who have done activity number five
also, and decide which of the three accounts is best.
Choose one person to read the account to in French
and one person to read the account to in English.
Post the best English and French works on the bulletin
board under “Famous Persons." (6:75-78; 9:133-146.)
6. Study a map of the United States and list all the
cities which have French names. Make an outline map
of the United States and insert all these cities.
Post the map on the bulletin under the title
"Exploration and Colonization."
7. List the colonies of France in the Western Hemisphere.
Give a short talk before the class on their location
and importance to France and to the United States.
(9:177-182.
)
8. Read the biography of Louis Pasteur and write a
synopsis in English. Compare, for the benefit of the
class, Louis Pasteur ci,nd Falter Reed. (9:198-202.)
9. Fame as many French scientists and their discoveries as
you can. Prepare two lists, one of French scientists
and their discoveries, and one of American scientists
and their discoveries. List them in order of their
importance and post them on the bulletin board under the
heading "Science." (9:198-206.)
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10. List as rainy French music composers as possible.
Lake a list of French music composers and their
works. Mix up the authors and the works and by means
of a short test see how many the class can guess
correctly. (9: 197.)
11. Write out the titles and brief synopses of as many
French operas as you can. Tell the story of a few
of the operas to the class and see if they can guess
what the name of the opera is. (9:197.)
12. Translate "La Marseillaise" into English. Luring
your music class, ask your music teacher to play
"La Marseillaise." Ask her if the class may sing it.
(8:462-463.
)
13. Read the story of Joan of Arc in English. For the
benefit of the class tell the story of Joan of Arc
and ask pupils who have seen the current movie by the
same name for comparisons. (8:194-312; 15:70-76.)
14. Write a menu suitable for three meals in French.
Write a menu for one meal in French on the blackboard.
See how close the pupils can come to the correct
meaning. (8:188-190.)
15. Send for travel information concerning France.
Post some of the most attractive and most interesting
folders on the bulletin board under "Travel."

16 . List the products of France "both in English and
in French. Read, in French before the class, a few
of the above products with which you have come in
contact, use or have seen advertised. See if your
classmates can guess the products. Do they have any
to add? (8:68.)
17. List the French explorers of North America and what
areas they explored. Post their names and explora-
tions on the bulletin board under "Explorers .
"
(9:177-178.
)
18. Draw and color a flag of France. Hang it up next to
the large cloth flag of France at the back of the
classroom.
19. Write out "0 Canada" in French and English. Ask your
music teacher if you or the class may sing "0 Canada"
at some future date.
20. Lake a list of thirty proper names of persons in
English and in French. Name them one by one before
the class. See if your classmates can guess what the
English names are. (12:..,.)
21. What does Renaissance mean? Write a short definition
of it in English using the imperfect tense. Name a
few results of the Renaissance. Post a few famous
paintings of this era on the bulletin board.
(9:83-89.)

22. From memory, list the rain ideas of this unit f s work.
Post the most important feature of the unit on the
bulletin board under *News .
"
List of Readings for Pupil Use ;
1. aduddell, Helen, Simone Fait Bonne Impression .
2 Dallas: Banks Upshaw and Company, 1934.
2. Barton, Francis B.
,
Heath Standard French Read ings .
Boston; D. C. Heath and Company, 1934
3. Bond, Otto F.
,
Premiere St ape . Boston; D. C. Heath and
Company, 1937
4. Bowen, B. L., Modern French Lyrics . Boston; D. C. Heath and
Company, 1896
5. Cbarnet, Louise, Glanes De France . Boston: Ginn and Company,
6. Coleman, Algernon. Heath Graded French Reading . Boston;
D. C. Heath and Company, 1934
7. Daudet, Alphonse, Le Petit Chose . Boston: D. C. Heath and
Company, 1917
8. Dondo, Mathur in, Modern French Course . Boston: D. C. Heath
and Company, 1929
9. Dondo, Mathur in, and S. C. Hills, La France . Bostons D. C.
Heath and Company, 1940
10. Grosjean, 7/. H., The Hew Chardenal . Boston; Allyn and Bacon,
1928
1932
Boston University
School of Education

11. Hartstall, Paul K.
,
and James G. Babcock. 31 Hous Ecrivons.
Boston; D. G. Heath and Company, 1937
12 . Holzwarth, Charles, and William R. Price, Intermediate
Prench. Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1927
13. Mansion, J. E., French and English Dictionary . Boston:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1944
14. Smallwood, M. C., Petits Contes Faciles . Baltimore:
The Williams and Wilkins Company, 1928
15. Williams, Edwin B., Maupassant for Rapid Reading .
Hew York: F. 3. Crofts and Company, 1934
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FHEl'TCK TESTS
Progress Test Eo. I
A. Complete the following verbs using the Irnpe rfect Tense s
parler f inir prendre
je. je je
tu tu tu
il il il
nous nous nous
vous vous vous
ils ils ils
In cases; of repeated past action, o:
the Tense is used.
Use the Imperfect Tense in the foil
1 . Jean (etre) mon :
2. Ua soeur (manger
3. Nous (aller) a 1
4. Vous
je suis entre.
(c ommencer
)
. II (voir) son pe re chaque matin.
i
..
Progress Test No. II
Use the correct form of the demonstrative adjective
with the following words:
1
.
homme
2. livre
3. pomme
4. enfants
5 . che val
6
.
eglise
7. gateaux
8. tarte
9. vet erne nt
10. arbre
11. tables
12. homme s
13 . animaux
14. lion
15. filles
16. ecole
17. enfant
18. pere
19. crayon
20. papier
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Progress Test No. II (cont.)
B. Use the correct form of the demonstrative pronoun
in place of the following words:
1 . those (f)
2. that one (f)
3. these (f)
4. this one (f)
5. this one (m)
6. the ones (f)
7. that one (m)
8 . this one (m)
9. the ones (m)
10. these (m)
11. those (m)
12. the one (f)
13. the one (m)
.«*
«
Progress Test No. Ill
A. Give the feminine form and the English meaning of the
following adjectives:
1. paresseux
2. ignorant
3. heureux
4. mauvais
5. simple
6 . bon
7. petit
8. grand
9. joli
10. rond
11. large
12. drole
13 • brave
14. jeune
15 . sage
B. The following phrases are
.
Give the English equivalent for the following phrases
1. tout le monde
2. faire une promenade
.I
.
.
.
r. . r
.
’
.
.
Objective Test .
The Imperfect Tense
1 .
Complete the sentences by filling in the blanks with
the correct numbers
—
- Arthur and Ukrnes are(l}at the movies(2)at home (3) riding
bicycle s
Monday came (l.) quickly (id.) slowly(3)not at all (4 ) rapidly
.
— The two boys prepare to go to(l)the theatre(2)a baseball
game (3) the circus (4 ) school
.
The event will take place (l) at home (2) in school(3)in the
city(4)in the country.
The man at the gate asked for(l)their names (2 ) the ir ages
(3)
their tickets (4 ) the ir money.
Arthur immediately saw(l)an animal(2)a bird(3)a car (4)a
soldier.
James asked, “Where are t he ( l) bears (2 ) t igers (3 ) lions
(4
)
monkeys “?
They saw two tigresses in a(l)box(2)cage( 3 )hole (4 ) room.
The boys saw some very funny(l)clocks (2) columns (3)animals
(4) clowns
.
When they became hungry they(l)went home(2)we.nt to sleep
(3)ate (4) kept walking.
——
<
They ate in a( 1 )hot el ( 2) restaurant ( 3 ) dining car(4)cafe.
\/hich -was in a ( 1 )f ie Id (2}garage ( 3 ) square ( 4 ) tent
.
The main show began at(l)two o ’ cloek(2 )noon( 3) s ix o’clock
(4)three o’clock.
The performance lasted(l)all day (2) three hours (3) half a day
(4) one hour.
James and Arthur (l )had a good tine(2)were bore d( 3 ) fell
asleep(4)left before the show was over.
At Arthur’s home they had(l ) cookies
(
2 ) cake ( 3 ) candy (4) tea
.
At noon meal Arthur asked for(l)one dessert (2)no dessert
(3)three desserts (4 ) four desserts.
James liked best (l) Indians (2)horses (3) lions (4) clowns
•
Arthur enjoyed mos t (l ) tigers (2) elephants ( 3) band(4 ) lions
.
For dinner the boys had(l)steak(2)sandwiches(3)fish(4)beef-
steak.
.-
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II
.
Complete the sentences by filling In the blanks with the
correct number:
Les garcons comptent aller(l)a l f eglise(2)a 1 * e co le ( 3 ) au
cinema(4)au cirque.
Jacques dit que ce sera(l )rnauvais (2)mal(3)chere (4 )magnifique.
Les deux garcons voyageaient (l) en bateau(2)en avion(3)en
ville(4)en auto.
Jacques (l ) court (2) vole ( 3)nage (4 )marche
.
L'homme a la porte dernandait leurs (l ) casques (2.) argent
( 3 ) chie ns ( 4 ) t ic ke t s
.
Innaediatement Arthur a vu ( 1 ) un avion(2)un homme ( 3 ) un animal
(4)
un crayon.
—
- L^animal etait(l}un cheval ( 2) line chamelle ( 3 )un lion(4)un
t ig re
.
Ils voyaient deux tigresses dans(l)une cage(2)un maison
(3)une tente(4)un trou.
Une de ses tigresses s’appelait ( 1 )Kenri( 2 )Helene (3)Harie
(4 )
I
;iarthe .
Un peu plus tard les deux garcons ont vu(l)des clousl^des
cloches (3 )aes clowns (4 )des croix.
—
— Ils ont mange (l ) che z-eux (2) dans un v^ag on-res taurant ( 3 ) dans
un hotel(4)dans l^cole.
A deux heures on commence (l )a manger(2) la performance generals
(3)a jouer(4)a sortir.
'
— ••
—
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On voyait tant d'especes(l)d ,animaux(^)d t avions(3)d t h.oirgies
(4) d *aut omobiles
•
Arthur e'tait un peu(l)brise(A)fort (3) fatigue (4 )embarrasse.
Ges deux garcons irons au cirque 1 tanne/e prochaine s*ils ont
(l ; 1* argent
(
a) le temps(3)des liTres(4)des animaux.
Jacques dit, "(l)au revoir (
Z
)bon soir(3)a bientot (4 )bon
j our.
"
Arthur respond, "(l}au revoir [z ) adieu( 3) bon soir(4)bon jour."
Vers le soir nos deux amis, Arthur et Jacques, s'en vont(l)
a 1 *ecole (A)chez-eux(3)au bord de la mer(4)au cinema.
Jacques aimait beaucoup les ( l) t igresses ( A) tentes ( 3) lions
(4 )chevaux
.
.irthur aimait specialement les (l)cowboys (A)huttes (3) singes
(4 )lions.

Use the correct form of the demonstrative adjective with
the
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10
.
'
11 .
12 .
13 .•
14 .
15 .'
16 .•
17 .-
18
19 . •
20
.
'
following words:
— enfant
— femme
— homme
— livre
— chien
— pomme
— garcon
-- enfants
— livre
s
— cheval
— ecole
— eglise
-- femmes
— gateaux
-- tarte
— vetement
— arbre
— table
— tables
— tableaux

02
21 . iiomrae s
22, animaux
23.
lion
24.
girafe
--
.
IT
Place the correct form of the demonstrative adjective in
the following sentences:
1# Donnez-nous jolie cravate.
2.
arhres sont vieux.
3. 9,ui parle a jeune homme?
4.
-femme n*est pas content.
5. Oui est jolie demoiselle?
6. Qu est grand garcon?
/
7.
fille est mechant e.
8.
garpon est mediant.
9.
femmes sont belles.
10.
garcon et fille.
11.
gateaux sont bons.
12.
c hie ns sont petits.
13. he donnez rien a -chats.
V.
Use the correct form of £e -c i ; ce-TTTTT-la.
1 . J* airae pomme ; Je n * a ime pas pomrne .
2.
cravate est bleue ; cravate s sont
blanche s
.
3. Pesirez-vous livre livre .
4.
glace est bonne.
5.
homme est content; -homme s ne sont pas.
livre est cher; livres sont a bon marche.6
-- _ _
I
r
VI
Write the following- sentences in French:
1. Did you like that apple? 1.
2. This apple is not good. 2.
3. Give me that ice cream. 3.
4. I liked it. 4.
5. I did not like that man. 5.
6. Let*s take this book. 6.
7. Let us give him that one. 7.
8. This one was it. 8.
9. This man was my father. 9.
10. That woman is your mother. 10.
11. We liked him. 11.
12. He likes to take a walk. 12.
13. Everyone loved the children. 13.
14. That girl, was very pretty. 14.
15. This boy is so small. 15.
VII.
Write the following sentences in English:
1. J’aimais ces livres. 1.
2. Mangeons notre diner. 2.
3. Cette femme etait petite 3.
4. Ces horames-ci etaient grands. 4.
5. Cette femme-la etait belle. 5.

6. Celui-ci, j’aimais. 6.
7. Celle-la je n'aimais pas. 7.
8. Portons ces livres chez 8.
730US .
9. J’avais deice pommes hier. 9.
10.
Elle etait ronde et large. 10.
VIII.
Give the English equivalent of the following words
1. cirque 1.
2. ronde 2.
3. preparation 3.
4
. voyage 4
•
5. performance 5.
6. tickets 6.
7. immediat erne nt 7.
8. quand 8.
9. tente 9.
10. bouffonneries 10.
11. beaucoup 11.
12. gene rale 12.
13. wagon 13.
14. girafe 14.
15. aussi 15.
• fatigue 16.16

17. Jacques 17
18. economise 18
19. accord 19
20. mais 20
21. simple 21
22 . magnif ique 22
23 clowns 23
24. lion 24
25 . la 25
EC.
Write five sentences in French using the following words
in each sentence with the imperfect tense:
1. tout le monde 1.
2. tente 2.
3. faire une promenade 3.
4. tickets 4.
5. cirque 5.
X.
Give the English meaning of the following words by-
placing the correct number in the corresponding blank:
celui 1. those
celle 2. round
ceux 3. these

manycelle
celle s
cet
ces
celui-ci
celle -la
celui-la
celle s-la
ceux-ci
\
ceux-la
celle 3-c
i
celles-la
la
ronde
heuuc oup
s imple
on
faire une
promenade
tout le rnonde
mange 2
lisons
. those
. that one
. this one
. these
. this one
. eat
. this
• three
. everyone
. these
• the one
. those
. s imple
» everyone
. we
. take a walk
. that
. let us read
. that one
. the one
. my
. them
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
.
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28. yours
29. she
30. Ills
XI.
Jill in the blanks with words which will make the sentences
c omplete
:
1. Celui
2 . Celle -la
3. Ces
4 . Celle
5 . S imple
6 . On
7. Hang e z
8. Ceux
9 . Get
10 . Rohde
11. Celle s
12. Celui-la
13. Tout le monde
14. Celle s-la
15 . On etait
_
16 . Beaucoup
* ueux-la17
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18. Faire une promenade
19. Celles-ci
20. Lisons
21. On
22. Dormons
23 . (Juand
24 . Ilange ons
25. Jeux-ci
XII.
Fill in the blanks with the feminine singular of the
following adjectivess
1. bon
2. mauvais
3. petit
4 . grand
5. paresseux
6 . ignorant
7. jolie
Fill in the blanks with the masculine plural of the
following adjectives:
8. heureuses
9. drdle
10.
brave
-
.
.
—
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Fill in the blanks with the proper form of the verb in
parenthesis t Use the imperfect tense.
11. Les garcons (etre)bons.
12 . Les meres, elles (avoir )des troubles.
13. Tout le monde (aller)au cirque.
14. Le professeur ^aimer ) t ous les eleves.
15. Le cirque (e tre )amusant
.
Agenda for the pooling-and-sharing of e xpe r ie nc e s phase .
Luring the laboratory phase which consisted of seven periods,
the following agenda was developed to be used as a program for
the pooling-and-sharing of experiences phase which consisted of
three periods.
1. Compare the English meanings of the imperfect
tense with the present, passe" compose' and future tense
meanings •
2. Review the personal endings of the imperfect and
compare them with the endings of the other tenses listed in
paragraph 1 above.
3. What are the phonetic sounds of these personal
endings?
4. ./hat type action does the imperfect tense
describe?

5. Find the stem of the imperfect. How is it
derived?
6. Compare regular and irregular verbs in the
imperfect tense.
7. The imperfect is a past tense, but an "imperfect''
past tense.
8. Why is the word "demonstrative" used in
conjunction with pronouns and adjectives?
9. Compare the demonstrative adjectives and
demonstrative pronouns as to spelling, agreement in
gender, number and person.
10. In what manner are -c
i
and -la used?
11. As a part of speech an adjective in French is the
same as an adjective in English. Explain.
lid . They are used differently. In what aspects do
they differ, and how?
13. On is a useful word. What are its limitations?
14. Volition is similar to the imperative mood in
French as well as in English. Could you use it correctly?
15. Idioms are not peculiar to French. Give a few
English idioms, '//hat would you say an idiom is?
16. Which is most important, the thought content of a
sentence or the actual word meaning?

During the pooling -and-sharing of experiences phase time
was allotted for oral and aural work in an effort to supplement
the main objective of the class work, successful reading, with
the two subsidiary goals, of speaking Drench and understanding
it when spoken. Being lesser aims, more oral and aural work was
done by the pupils in the o pt ional -related activities than in
the core activities. The teacher spoke in Drench and gave
instructions in Drench and had the pupils answer in Drench as
much as possible during the time allotted to the core activities.
Such oral and aural work consisted mostly of directions, points
of information, and assistance given to the pupils to help them
progress in those activities. Such work naturally tended to be
more academic than Y/as the later viovk done in conjunction with
the optional-related activities. A definite effort was made by
the pupils to ask questions in Drench as much as possible.
Hore success was gained in answering questions in Drench than in
asking them.
During the time allotted for optional-related activities,
work was done by the pupils in a self-mot ivated effort to
achieve some degree of success in the oral and aural phase of
their work in Drench.
Opportunity was granted during the pooling -and-sharing of
experiences phase for each pupil to share his progress with his
classmates and to see what suggestions would be offered or what
*.
.
.
/3
comments would be made from the individual activities and report
?/hich were assigned to individual pupils.
During this phase the following individual efforts seemed
to be considered the best, that is, most pupils understood what
was meant when the material was read in French to the class by
the pupil:
1. An account of the life of Joan of Arc in French.
2. The life of Napoleon in French.
3. A description in French of three common animals, with
the pupils guessing what animal was described.
4. The first names of twenty students in French.
5. A list of French explorers of North America with the
pupils naming the areas they explored.

CHAPTER III

CHAPTER III
OBSERVATIONS AMD RESULTS OP TEACHING
THE UNIT
Comments of the teacher . -- The teacher of this unit was
originally a little doubtful as to its outcome. Taught under
some serious disadvantages, it was a source of concern as to
whether the unit would yield tangible and worthwhile results.
There was no doubt that the psychological approach to learning
v/hich constitutes an important aspect of the unit was the
correct approach, but the fact that the class consisted of only
seven pupils arose as a seemingly weighty barrier to factual
proof as to the progress made in the unit.
Yet when one considers that there are many classes of such
small numbers taught in the many small high schools throughout
the country, it it obvious that lack of numbers should not
become an insurmountable barrier to unit work. The great
disadvantage in working with such small classes becomes obvious
when an attempt is made to compute test results. The numbers
involved in the calculations and computations are so small that
no worthwhile results are obvious.
The other most serious disadvantage was the lack of
equipment with which to work. The school is not old as schools
go, yet a minimum of equipment only, is available for use in the
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classroom. Chapter I pages 8 to 14 gives in detail the
efforts made to make the room more effective for unit work; but
a few of the most poignant features which hampered unit work
will 7/ell stand the wear of repetition. Modern f ore ign- language
textbooks and reference books were totally absent. The most
up-to-date reference book available to the pupils through school
funds was nine years old and yet was purchased but two years
ago. The teacher supplemented the school-owned books as much
as possible but could not do so to an optimum degree. The
classroom text books are from fifteen to twenty years old.
Of course the grammatical principles involved in the study
of a foreign language are identical no matter what text is
used, but it is obvious that as time and people change so must
the presentation, especially the gradated difficulty of text
books must change in an effort to alter such material to suit
the pupils of the day.
Although a filing cabinet was improvised from a wall-
drawer it was not the best. A great deal of modern, well-
edited and pertinent material, taken from magazines, nev/spapers
and periodicals is lost in the shuffle of a drawer or of a desk
for the lack of a suitable filing area where the material may
oe plucked at a moment r s need, yet be out of the way but still
on hand when not needed at the moment.
.-
.
.
. . ;
•
Insufficient quantity and variety of atmospheric material
definitely needed to enhance a classroom used for foreign
language study was a handicap. Enough of such material was
obtained for teaching this particular unit but a variety of
similar material is needed for periodic ‘’redressing " of the
room.
all effort was not consumed with overcoming disadvantages
however. While engaging in the unit work, each pupil appeared
to be more interested in getting on with his own work than had
formerly been the case, when at the word of the teacher, action
resulted, but with no word from the teacher-no action. More
bent-heads were seen at work upon a glance at the classroom than
formerly, when blank faces met the teacher’s glance, awaiting
some word or knowledge direct from the mouth of the teacher.
There certainly was much time saved during each class
period, since all the pupils were engaged in some activity
throughout the whole period. The whole class was not held up by
directions or assistance needed by only one pupil.
Individual differences were met to a definite degree, since
each pupil progressed through the core activities at his ovm
rate of speed and chose opt ional-related activities which he
desired to fulfill and was capable of fulfilling, not so judged
by the teacher but by the pupil himself. The number of optional-
related activities and the rate of accomplishment were also
decided upon by the individual pupil.

The greatest amount of interest seemed to show itself in
conjunction with the optional-related activities and with taking
the final objective test.
^n increased amount of paper work revolved upon the teacher
than formerly was the case. The correcting of papers handed in
by the pupils wa3 one cause, but a more serious problem was the
work involved in preparing typewritten and mimeographed
materials, neither the commercial department nor the teacher
of the unit was capable of doing this type work and consequently
this phase of unit work constituted a major problem, all the
typing work was done by a friend.
A log was kept of the fifteen class periods by the teacher
in which were noted important reactions of the pupils and the
teacher together with sugges tions for improvement in future
unit work.
The teacher is definitely impressed with the change in the
attitude of the pupils while doing work by the unit method.
The results of the unit as evidenced by the final test show
greater improvement than by the old method of teacher-pupil
activity. The teacher believes that if more units in foreign
languages were available as references, and if it were possible
to visit various classrooms working under the unit method, he
would be better able to produce improved units of work in the
future
.
. .
*
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Pupil appraisal of the unit .— At the completion of the
unit, the pupils were asked to fill in a form giving their
reactions to the new method. Six of the students preferred the
new method to the old-formal type of teaching.
All the comments made by the pupils were not favorable,
yet even in the one case of almost total disapproval of the unit
method, tie re was admittance of some favorable aspect, as when
the pupil said, "I don’t like to do the work all alone but I
do like to go at my own speed”.
The following are the individual -pupil apprd.3als as
summarized from the inquiry forms:
Case !L. The change to the unit method did not annoy me
and I enjoyed the new method. It was different because we all
worked separately and at our own speed. The thing I liked most
about the unit was reading the story and taking the test, in
order to see the differences in our marks. There wasn’t any-
thing I didn’t really like in the unit method. Ho time was
wasted. The only thing I disliked 7/as that we don’t have work
like this more often. I received some help from working
with my classmates but not much help was necessary from the
teacher. The vocabulary was the easiest paper and the imperfect
tense of irregular verbs was the most difficult. Nothing was
useless and the imperfect tense v/as the most interesting.

I don’t think any particular part of the unit should he changed.
I prefer the unit method to the old method. I don’t know how
the teacher could he more helpful.
Case II. I enjoyed the unit method. Changing to it did
not annoy me . You could go as fast as you wanted and thus could
understand everything quicker. This was not possible in the old
method. In some things I was not sure I was right. I would
like to have a little more time to study the unit after we
finish it. I don’t think any time was wasted. I disliked the
grammar work with celle and ceux . I received some help from the
pupils and some from the teacher. I liked imperfect tenses best
of all. Ho part of the unit bored me. The only thing I think
ought to be changed is that after the work is explained we
should do more grammar work and study by ourselves and then
take the test. I enjoyed the unit very much.
Case III . The new method was different from the old because
everyone worked individually and at his own rate. I enjoyed
this new way. The change didn’t bother me at all. I liked the
work with the imperfect tense most and the vocabulary words
least. I received quite a bit of help from my friends in cl^ss.
I don’t think anything was uninteresting . Sentence structure
bored me a little* I prefer the unit method to trie old method.
I don’t believe anything should be changed.
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Case IV. The change to the unit method partly annoyed me.
I only partly enjoyed it. It •was different because we got less
help from the teacher. I liked the core activities least but I
enjoyed filling in the blanks most. I disliked learning
directly from a book. I didn’t receive any help from my
classmates and not too much help was necessary from the teacher,
I found the printed material which was handed out as the most
useful part of the unit. I didn’t like having so many
reference books to use. I missed the daily exercises which we
used to do all together in class.
Case V. The change to the unit method annoyed me so I
didn’t enjoy it. It was different because you did it mostly by
yourself. I liked the idea of going at your own sjjeed but I
didn’t know if I v/as always doing the right thing. I received
a little help from my classmates and the teacher.
Case VI . I enjoyed the change to the unit method, it
didn’t annoy me at all. The best thing about it was that it
gave a chance to everyone to progress at his own rate of speed.
The part I liked the most was reading the story and taking the
test. ITo time was wasted but there wasn’t enough of one kind
of reference books. Sometimes we had to wait for certain
book, if it was being used. I think we ought to have more unit
work.

Case VII. I enjoyed the new method very much. V/e always
had something to do all the time. I liked the way things were
put in order. I think you can understand it hetter. I don’t
think there was any time wasted hut I didn’t like holding over
certain work from day to day. I disliked the hard grammar part.
I liked the imperfect tense best. I didn’t care too much about
writing sentences in French. The most interesting part was the
story and the test. I prefer the unit method to the old method
because you don’t get bored.
One consistent feature in the pupil appraisal was the fact
that none of the pupils thought that the teacher could be any
more helpful. Whether such a comment should be classified as
favorable or unfavorable is a matter of conjecture. The writer
does not hesitate to classify it as favorable— to the unit
method
.

Test results . An examination of Table 6 below shows the
amount of gain or loss of each pupil in the final test.
Table 6. Intelligence Quotient, Initial Score. Pinal Score and
Points of Gain of Each Pupil in Test
Pupils
Intelligence
Quot ie nx s Pre-Test Pine-1 Score Gain
(1) (^) 13 ) (4) .
1 129 66 87 21
2 123 62 84 22
3 118 52 79 27
4 112 52 78 26
5 107 49 77 23
6 106 47 71 24
7 102 40 70 30
Comparison of the results of the pre-test and the results
of the final test, shows a great improvement for all the pupils
as a result of the work done in the unit. Table 6, page 82
shows that all pupils made fewer errors in the final test.
The pupils with the lowest score on the pre-test, showed a gain
of from twenty-four to thirty points on the final test. The
pupils with the highest scores on the pre-test showed a gain of
from twenty- one to twenty-seven points on the final test.
The extent of educative growth which took place during the
work on the unit is also shown in the comparison of the range
of scores of the pre-test and the range of scores of the final
test, shown on Table 8, page 89 . The mean of the pre-test
scores was increased t)y twenty-five points on tne - inal test

scores
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Each pupil’s intelligence quotient and scores obtained on
the pre-test and final test are shown on Table 6, page 62 .
Thus, it is possible to estimate at whether the progress made
during the unit work measures up to the native ability oi the
pupil
.
The graph which appears on page 90 shows the gains made
as a result of the unit work. The lowest score of the final
test shows an increase of thirty points over the lowest score
of the pre-test. The highest score of the final test shows an
increase of twenty- one points over the highest score of the
pre-test
.
Tables 9, 10 and 11, pages 91 to 97 illustrate the relative
growth of the class. Comparison of the means, standard
deviations and distributions of pupil growth, obtained from
test results before and after study of the unit took place,
indicates more definitely the learning which actually resulted.

Table 7. Item Analysis of Pinal Test for Diagnostic Purposes
1
Item Humber Wrong Did Hot Know Correct
(1)
.
UTJ
_(_3_2_ ( 4 )
Part 1
1 4 0 3
2 0 0 7
3 0 0 7
4 0 0 7
5 0 0 7
6 2 0 5
7 0 0 7
8 0 0 7
9 0 0 7
10 5 0 2
11 0 0 7
12 0 0 7
13 0 0 5
14 2 0 7
15 3 0 4
16 2 0 5
17 1 0 6
18 0 0 7
19 0 0 7
20 5 0 2
Part II
1 0 0 7
2 0 0 7
3 0 0 7
4 5 0 2
5 0 0 7
6 0 0 7
7 1 0 6
8 2 1 4
9 1 1 5
10 0 1 6
11 0 1 6
12 0 1 6
13 0 1 6
14 2 0 R
15 5 1 l
16 0 0 7
17 0 0 7
18 4 1 2

Table 7. (continued)
Item Number Wrong Did Not Know Correct
a) ... U) (3) (4)
19 2 0 p;
20 2 0 5
Part III
1 0 0 7
2 0 0 7
3 0 0 7
4 0 0 7
5 0 0 7
6 1 0 6
7 0 0 7
8 0 0 7
9 0 0 7
10 2 0 5
11 KJ 0 2
12 5 0 2
13 0 0 7
14 0 0 7
15 4 0 3
16 1 0 6
17 1 0 6
18 2 0 5
19 0 0 7
20 1 0 6
21 0 0 7
22 0 0 7
23 0 0 7
24 1 0 6
Part IV
1 3 0 4
2 3 0 4
3 5 0 2
4 0 0 7
5 1 0 6
6 0 0 7
7 0 0 7
8 0 0 7
9 0 0 7
10 0 0 7
11 0 0 6
12 0 0 7
13 1 0 6

Table 7. (continued)
Item Humber Wrong Did Hot Know Correct
U) J (3) TO
Part V
1 0 0 7
2 1 0 6
3 3 0 4
4 5 0 2
5 0 0 7
6
Part VI
1 0 6
1 3 0 4
2 1 0 6
3 4 0 3
4 7 0 0
5 5 0 2
6 3 0 4
7 6 0 1
8 6 0 1
9 2 0 5
10 1 0 6
11 7 0 0
12 0 0 7
13 3 0 4
14 2 0 5
15
Part VII
0 0 7
1 2 0 4
2 3 1 3
3 1 0 6
4 4 0 3
5 0 0 7
6 1 0 6
7 0 0 7
8 0 0 7
9 0 0 7
10 4 2 1
Part VIII
1 3 0 4
2 2 0 5
3 0 0 7
4 0 0 7
5 0 0 7

Table 7. (continued)
Item Humber Wrong* Did Hot Know Correct
(i) U) (d) M
6 0 0 7
7 0 0 7
8 0 0 7
9 0 0 7
10 0 0 7
11 0 0 7
12 4 2 1
13 0 0 7
14 0 0 7
15 0 0 7
16 0 0 7
17 0 0 7
18 1 0 6
19 0 0 7
20 0 0 7
21 1 1 5
22 0 0 7
23 0 0 7
24 0 0 7
25 0 0 7
Part IX
1 0 0 7
2 0 0 7
3 2 0 5
4 1 0 6
5 5 0 2
Part X
1 1 0 6
2 2 0 5
3 4 0 3
4 3 0 4
5 1 1 Ru
6 2 1 4
7 3 1 3
8 2 1 4
9 1 1 Ro
10 0 0 7
11 1 0 6
12 0 1 6
13 2 1 4
14 2 1 4
15 2 1 4

Table 7. (continued)
Item Number Wrong Did Not Know C orrec
t
U) . (*) (.3) U)
16 1 0 6
17 1 0 7
18 0 0 7
19 0 0 7
20 0 0 7
21 0 0 7
22 0 0 7
23 3 0 4
24 0 0 7
25 0 0 7
Part XI
1 0 0 7
2 1 0 6
3 1 0 6
4 4 0 3
5 0 0 7
6 2 0 RV
7 1 2 4
8 3 0 4
9 2 0 5
10 1 0 7
11 3 0 4
12 4 1 2
13 3 0 4
14 3 0 4
15 4 0 3
16 3 0 4
17 3 0 4
18 1 0 6
19 3 0 4
20 6 0 1
21 4 0 3
22 4 0 3
23 3 1 3
24 3 1 3
25 4 2 1
Part XII
1 5 0 2
2 2 0 5
3 5 0 2

Table 7. (continued)
Item Humber Wrong Kid Hot Know Correct
m —“DD no— m—
4 0 0 7
5 0 0 7
6 0 0 7
7 0 0 7
8 4 0 3
9 1 0 6
10 0 0 7
11 1 1 5
12 2 0 5
13 2 0 5
14 1 0 6
15 2 0 5
Table 8. Initial Score
,
Pinal Score and Points of Gain of Each
Pupil in Hinth Grade Test
Pre-Test Scores Pinal Test Scores Gains
a) U.) (b)
66 87 21
62 84 22
52 79 27
52 78 26
49 77 28
47 71 24
40 70 30
Highest Score - 66 Highest Score - 87 Highest Score - 30
Lowest Score - 40 Lowest Score - 70 Lowest Score - 21
Range - 26 Range - 17 Range - 9
Mean - 52 Mean - 73 Mean - 25
(I


Table 9. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation of the
Pre-Test
Scores
in class
intervals
of two
Sum of
tallie s
P
Deviations
of class
intervals
above and
below an
assumed
mean
=
Pr oduc t
of
c olumn
(2) and
column
(3)
PD
Product
of
c olumn
( 3 ) and
column
(4)
2
PD
(1) (2) (3)
.
(4) (5)
65 - 66 1 7 7 49
63 - 64 0 6 o 0
61 - 63 1 5 5 25
59 - 60 0 4 0 0
57 - 58 0 3 0 0
55 - 56 0
0
2 0 0
53 - 54 1 0 0
L51 - 52 2 0 0 0
49 - 50 1 -1 -1
-2A
1
47 - 48 1 -2 4
45 - 46 0 -3 0 0
43 - 44 0 -4 0 0
41 - 42 0 -5 0 0
39 - 40 1 -6 -6 36
Totals 7
1
] 3 115
Assumed Mean ... 51.5
Mean A..M. + ( t PD f 5) x 2, wherein a.M. refers to the
assumed mean and N stands for the number in the
group.
Mr 51.5 + (3 f 7) x 2 = 51.5 + .86
M r 52.36 or 52
M r 52
Standard Deviation "1 PD^ x size of class interval
/ m W7
3.D. 115 ffix 8
S .D
.
16.4 - .18
S.D. 4.03 x 2
S.D 8.06 or 8

Group III
Group IV
2 pup il
s_
!
Group II
| 2 pupils
Grotip V
52
50 58 ;39 47 48 56 ; 57 65 1 66 74
Group I
Relative -Growth Scale
Pre-Test

Table 10. Computing the Arithmetic Mean and the Standard
Deviation of the Pinal Test
Scores
in class
intervals
of one
Sum of
tallies
F
De viati ons
of class
intervals
above and
below an
assumed
mean
D
Produc t
of
c olumn
(z ) and
c olumn
(3)
FD
Product
of
column
( 3 ) and
column (4)
FD*
..
(i) U) (3) (4) (5)
87 1 9 9 81
86 8 0 0
85 7 0 0
84 1 6 6 36
33 5 o 0
8Z 4 0 0
81 3 0 0
80 z 0 0
79 1 1 1 L i
78 1 0 0 0
77 1 1
76
-a 0 0
75 -3 0 o
74 -4 0 0
73 -5 0 0
7Z -6 0 0
71 1 -7 -7 49
70 1
. . „
-8 64
Totals 7
—
0 z5z
Mean - A-.M. f ( £ FD
M = 78 + (0 7 7) x 1
H 78 t (0 x 1 )
M = 78 +• 0
ja - 78

Standard Deviation = \ / YdP — /FD%V IT Vj\T
x size of class interval
S.D.
S.D. 33.14 - (- o) X 1
S.D. * 5.75 x 1
S.D. - 5.75 or 5.8
-
Group III
5 pupils
Group IV
2 pupils
78
75 * 81
Group II
2 pupils
Group V
0 pupils
68 74 82 88
Group 1
0 pupils
61 67 89 95
Relative -Growth Scale
Final-Test

Table 11. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation of
the Gain
Sc ores
in class
intervals
of one
- - .
Sum of
tallies
-
Deviations
of class
intervals
above and
below an
assumed
mean
D
Product
of
column
( 2 ) and
column
(3)
FD
—
Produc t
of
c olumn
( 3 ) and
c olumn
(4)
FD2
(11 wr TsT ~wr (5)
30 i 4 4 16
29 0 3 0 0
28 i 2 2 4
27 i 1 1 1
26 l 0 0 o
L...2& '
\
0 -1 0 o
.
a
24 1 -2 r) 4
23 0 -3 0 0
22 1 -4 -4 16
21 1 -5 -5 25
Totals 7 -4 66
Assumed Mean ... 26
Mean = A.M. + ( ED(«f H) x 1, wherein A.M. refers to the assumed
mean and IT stands for the number in the group.
M * 26 * ( - .57) x 1
25.43
M - 25
Standard Deviation
S.D.
FD
—rr
v -*•*
2 5D2
trr
x size of class interval
-'£pj ^ 1
S.D. =• 1/9.43 - .32 x 1 s
S.D. = 3 .02 x 1
S.D. - 3.02 or 3
<
-
.
* 4
Group V
0 pupils
Group IV
2 pupils
16 19 20
Group III
5 pupils
25
23 24 27
Group II
2 pupils
Group I
0 pupil
s
28 31 32 35
Relat ive -Growth Scale
Gain
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AFFEFDIX A
Samples of Activities Submitted by Pupils
Ann Matliews March 11,1949
Prance
Prance lies at the crossroads of Western Europe facing
many countries. It is situated so that it belongs to both
the old and new era and to both the Forth and the South.
Prance has a varied racial mixture. This country only four
fifths as large as Texas, is shaped like a pentagon. Corsica
and Algeria are parts of France.
Prance has few harbors except at mouths of rivers because
of a rocky, low sea coast. Marseille is probably the largest
harbor not on a river.
On fertile rolling- plains, that are interrupted only by
mountains in the midst with extinct volcanoes, Prance carries on
its greatest industry, agriculture. Fearly one half the peoples
farm and because of sufficient rainfall and a good climate a
variety of crops is raised. Prance grows an important crop of
wheat and exports some of it. More wine is produced here than
anywhere in the world and Prance is famous for wine and vineyard
products. Oats, rye, barley, potatoes and vegetables are also
groY/n. Beef and dairy cattle are of importance in Prance.
-.ules, horses, hogs, sheep, goats, poultry and eggs are also
raised.
.V
.
V
Here are found more Hut smaller farms than in the United
States. This ownership promotes hard work, intensive culture,
attachment to the soil and work for oneself. Socialism, which
is popular in the cities has a struggle on its hands in the
farm area.
France stands high among fishing countries. Manufac turirg
is possible because of rich deposits of iron and coal found
mostly in Lorraine.
Her textiles such as silk, cotton and woolens are famous
the world over. Leather goods, jewelry, perfumes, art fashions
-re important exports.
Paris is the center of activity and is often called the
'•intellectual capital of the world". It has been said that
every man has two countries, "his own and France". Visitors
find much charm and friendliness in this smiling land.
Here are found many things of beauty, progress and of
intellectual value, such as: cathedrals, rare museum collections
immortal paintings, statues, rare documents, fossils of
prehistoric man and other priceless memorials.
All in all France is a most interesting country.

Janice Kowe March. 7, 1949
French Scientists
George Cuvier was the founder of paleontology.
Lemark was one of the founders of biology and a forerunner of
Dawwin.
Claude Bernard was the founder of physiology.
Marcel in Berthe lot was the founder of organic chemistry.
Bdouara Branly discovered the principles of the radio.
Louis Braille invented the system of raised typewriting, for
the blind.
Louis Pasteur founded the method of pasteurization. His work
laid the foundation of the science of microbiology.
Monsieur and Madame Curie discovered radium after long research.
Becquerel discovered that there was energy within the atom.
Pascal
,
who experimented with the barometer, discovered that
the pressure of air decreases the higher the altitude.
Le verr ier was the founder of the modern weather bureau.
Daguerre experimented with photography, thus the daguerreotype.
Le Bon invented a gas engine.
Andre'-Marie Ampire
,
a mathematician and physicist, who deduced
a practical unit for electrical current
*
Carl Lapoint March 9, 1949
Cities and Towns with French Names in
the United States
Eille Lacs Minnesota
La Crosse Wisconsin
Fond du Lac Wisconsin
Cape G-iradeau Missouri
Malheur Lake Oregon
Port Royal Florida
St. Louis Mi s s our i
Baton Rouge Louis iana
Terrebonne Bay Mississippi
Havre Montana
Presque Isle Maine
Paris Maine
Montpelier Vermont
Marquette Wisconsin
Bonne Terre Missouri
Butte Montana
Carte Blanche Louisiana
Hew Orleans Louis iana
Terra Haute Indiana
Boise Idaho
Fayetteville Arkansas

Margaret Rogan March. 10,1949
Louis Pasteur
1822-1395
Among tlie names of Many famous French scientists, such as
Lavoisier, Bernard and Braille, standing out as a great
humanitarian we find the name of Louis Pasteur.
There are very few children today, who do not know some
of the innumerable stories of his life and discoveries. In
the early part of the nineteenth century, many contagious
diseases such as diphtheria, hydrophobia and typhoid and
others caused by microbes, plagued the people. Hundreds upon
hundreds of infants died from a microbe found in the milk they
were being fed.
One of the well known stories of Pasteur’s cures was the
one in which a woman came to him, telling him that her daughter
had been bitten by a cat which had been infected with
hydrophobia. The child was dying, and she needed assistance.
Louis went with her. Upon arriving at the woman's house he
was led into a room where a child half dead from the disease
was lying in bed. Mr. Pasteur felt very sorry, but after he
secured the woman’s permission, he vaccinated the little girl.
although many other doctors said that a cure was impossible,
Louis Pasteur did the impossible. The child’s life was saved.
-*
.
c
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This is just one of the many great things Pasteur did for
the human race. In the year of 1895, this great humanitarian
died. His kindness to the other fellow has never been
forgotten. Through his patience and courage, we find cases of
diphtheria very rare. In many parts of the world there are
institutions which inspire young people of this day and age to
reach for goals such as the ones attained by this great Prench
scientist, Louis Pasteur.
..
'
Rosemarie Matthieu March 11, 1949
French Explorers of Korth America
Explorer Area Date
Jacques Cartier The St. Lawrence River
Montreal
1534-1541
Samuel de Champlain Lake Champlain
,
Quebec 1608
Father Marquette
and Louis Joliet Mississippi River 1673
Cavalier de La Mississippi River
Salle Mississippi Outlet
1680-1682
Louis de Frontenac Governor of Canada 1672-1698
Bienville French Fort of New
Orleans 1719
Auguste Chouteau St. Louis, Missouri
St
. Louis River
1720
Laudouniere and St. John River, Florida
Rihault Port Royal, Florida 1564
-.
.
c
(
Views of the Room Prior to Rearrangement
formal and Quiet
(
Individual Effort

107
Optional Related Activities
Practice at Written Work

At the Bulletin Board
108

Working at Core Activities
109

110
Research Work

Heading
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APPENDIX B
Questionnaire for Pupil Appraisal of tlie Unit lie thod
Inquiry Porn
Please answer the following questions as briefly as
possible. You will not be given a .mark for filling in this
form. You need not sign your name if you do not wish to do so.
Your answers will be accepted as suggestions for improvement
in similar unit work in the future.
1. Did the change to the Unit He t hod annoy you?
answer .
3.
Did you enjoy this new method?
Answer .
3. How was it different from the ''old’ 1 method?
Answer .
4. What did you like most in the Unit He thod ?
answer .
5. What did you like least in the Unit He thod ?
answer .
6. Do you think any time was wasted?
.answer .
7. 7/hat did you dislike about the unit?
Answer.
i
8.
Did you receive any help from your classmates?
Answer *
9.
Was much aid necessary from the teacher in your work?
Answer .
10. ’/hat did you find most easy?
Answer
.
11. What did you find most difficult?
Answer .
12. What did you find most useful?
answer .
13. What did you find most useless?
Answer .
14. .hat w&.s most interesting?
answer .
15. What was most uninteresting?
Answer .
16. Did any part of the unit bore you? If so, what part?
Answer .
17. .That particular part do you think ought to he changed
Answer
.
..
Il4t
18. Do you prefer the Unit He thod to the "old' 1 method?
Answer .
19. How could the teacher be more helpful?
Answer .
20. Gan you name any materials which you didn't have, but
which would be helpful in the classroom?
answer .
21. What do most of your friends think of the unit idea?
Answer.
22. Did you learn more by this method?
Ans we r .
23. Did you learn more rapidly?
Answer .
24. Do you think you personally wasted any time?
answer .
25. Were you allowed sufficient time to complete the unit's
work?
Answer .
26. Write out any further suggestions you desire, favorable
or unfavorable
.
Answer.
.4
.
.
.
.
*
.
APPENDIX C
A.
J3.
0
Key to Objective Tests
Key to Progress Test No. I
parler f inir prendre
parla is f inissais prenais
parlais f inissais prenais
parla it finissait prenait
parlions f inissions prenions
parliez finissie z prenie z
parlaient f inissaient prenaient
Imperfect Tense
1 • e'ta i t
A . mange ait
3. allions
4 . commenc ions
5 . voyait
*c
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Jiey To Progress Test i\lo. II
3. 1. ceux-laA. 1. cet
2. ce
3 . cette
4 . ces
5 . ce
6 . cette
7 • ces
8 . cette
9 . ce
10. cet
11. ces
1Z . ces
13 . ces
14 . ce
15 . ces
16 . cette
17 . cet
lb. ce
19 . c_e
20 . ce
Z . celle - la
3. celles -c
i
4. celle-la
5 . celui-c
i
6 . celle
s
7. celui-la
8. celui-c
9 . ceux
10. ceux -
11 . ceux ~ J,ST
Iz . celle
13. celui
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hey to Progress Test No-. I II
B.
1. paresseuse lazy
Ignorant
e
ignorant
3. heureuse happy
*±. mauraise bad
5. simple s irnple
6 . bonne good
7. petite small
8. grande big
9. .iolie pretty
10. ronde round
11. la.rge wide
12 , drole funny
13 . brave brave
14. .ieune young
15 • sage wise
idioms
1 . everybody
2 . take a walk
<
iia
Answer Sheet.
A. Test of Gore Ac tivity number one.
4
2
j3
_3
_3
jL
3
.
2
4
T
_
3
_
4
2
1
_
4
_
2
2
4
><
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Key to Final Ob/jec tive Test
B. Objective Test.
— — - -
-
.. . .
Te st _I
.
4
a
3
3
3
1
3
2
4
3
3
4
1
2
1
4
3
2
4
3
<
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xe s t III .
1. cet
2, cette
3 • cet
4 . Cje
5 . ce
6 . cette
7. ce
8 . ces
9 . ces
10. £e
11. cette
12 . cette
13 . ces
14 . ces
15 . cette
16 . ce
17. cet
18 . cette
19 . ces
20 . ces
21. ces
22 . ces
23 . ce_
24. ces

Test IV.
1. cette
2. ces
3. ce
4. cette
5 . cette
6
.
ce
7. cette
8. ce
9. ces
•o
i
—
i
ce and cette
11. ces
•
i
—
1
ces
13. ces
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Test V.
%
1. cette -ci or -la and cette-ci or -la
2. cette -ci or -la and ces -ci or -la
3. ce *»ci or -la and ce -ci or 11 H
\ \
4. cette -ci or -la or cette 1HP
5. cet -ci or -la and ces ci or -la
6. ce and ces -la
Test VI •
1. Est-ce que vous avez aime cette porrmie?
2. Cette pomne n T est pas honne .
3. Donnez-moi cette creme glacde.
4. Je l t 3. ipmis .
5. Je n*ai pas airne cet homme
.
6 • Prenons ce livre.
7. Donnons lui celui-la.
8. C’e'tait celui-ci.
9 . Cet homme -ci e^tait iron pere.
10. Cette femme-la est votre mere.
11. Nous I’avons aime.
12. 11 aime faire une promenade.
13. Tout le monde aimait les enfants.
•
rH Cette fille etait tr^s 'belle.
lb. Cet garcon-ci est si petit.

Test VII.
1 . I used to like these books
2. Let’s eat our d inner
.
3. This woman was small
4. These men were big:
.
5 . That woman was beautiful.
6 . I liked this one.
7 . I didn’t like that one ,
8 . Let’s t ake the s e books home .
9 . I had twc apples yesterday .
. It was round and large.10

rest VIII
1 . circus
2 • round
3. t) reparat ion
4. trip
5 . ue rfo rmanc e
6 . t ickets
7. immediately
8. when
9. tent
10* foolishness
11, many
12 • general
13. wagon
14
.
giraffe
15 . also
16 . tired
17 . James
18 . save
19 . agreement
20. hut
21. s imple
22. magnificent
23. clowns
24. lion
25. there -

Test IX
1. everybody
2 . tent
3 . t_o take a walk
4 . tic ket
s
5 . c ircus
Test X.
16 or 25
_
16 or 25
1 or 3 Or 6 or 9 or 17
12 or 22
16 or ^5
3 or 6
12
£ or 1£
£ or 1£
7 or 24
7 or 24
1 or 3 or £ or £ or 9 or 15 or 17
1 or £ or 4 or 6 or £ or 15 or 17
1 or £ or 4 or 6 or £ or 15 or 17
1 or £ or 4 or £ or £ or 15 or 17
1 or 3 or £ or £ or £ or 15 or 17
13
2
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i'est X. (continued)
5
.
16
20
21
14 or 19
11
• -
Test XI
1 . The one
2 . That one
3. These
4. The one
______
5. Simple
6. We
7. Eat
8. Those
9. This
_____
10* Round
11. The ones
12 . That one
13. Everyone
14 . Those
15 . We were
16 . Many
17. Those
18. To take a walk
19. These
20 . Let's read
21. They
22 . Let's sleep
23. When
24. Let's eat
25. These

129
Test XII .
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
bonne
mauvaise
pe tite
^rs,nde
paresseuse
ig;norante
,i olie
heureuse
drole
brave
e talent
avaient
alia it
aimait
e tait15
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General Study and Activity Guide
Used "by the Pupil
B« Gore activities <
Usings your individual copy of the s iory-Xfi Cirque**
read, it through in. irertcii to y ours* It and so©
’ v/hat it is about. Bo low are listed a few questions
which you can answer after havu rg clone as nsuch as
‘ you can. toward interpreting the meaning of the story.
\
de. Cirque*

®. Cc"i?let® the S'®Utenb.es by filling ir the blanks with
the correct number*
I
Arthur and James are (l)at the movies (2) at homs,{ 3
)
r
*
l
i
a ^r -lo "b1cycles 4 } a t the seashore.
:' : °nday oaB,e O-')QuiCkly(2)slowly(S)not al all (4 ) rapidly
.
—
;
Bio two boys prepare to go to (l)the theatre{2)a baseball
gar;C (3) the circus (4 }school«
Xhe event will take plaoe(l)at home<2)in school(3)in
the c i by ( 4 ; in. the c oun try *
—
.The man at the gate asked for (1) their names (2 )' their
ages ( 3 ) the ir t ickc ts (4 } the ir money
•
Arthur Immediately $aw(l)an animal (2)a bird(3)a car
(4} a soldier-,
— James asked, "Where are the (l)bears (2) tigei’s (3)IIon's
(4 )monkeys
Th,5y oav cmo tigresses in a(l )box{2)ce.ge (3)hole
{ 4 ) room
•
— The boys saw some very funny (1 ) clocks (2) columns p)
an imals ( 4 ) c 1 owns
•
- >vhen they beoafce hungry they (.1)went home(2)went to
sleep ( 3 } ate (4 )kept walking
.
- Bley ate In a(l)hotel(2)restaurant(3)din;ing ear(4)oafe.
.inieh was in a(l ) field(2 jgarage (3)sqnare (4) ten t.
- The main show began at(l)two o'olock(2)nooa(3)six
o'clock (4) three o'clock.
The performance las fced{ l)all day (2J three hours (S)half
*
a day (4) one hour.

Jame s and Ar fchur- { 1 )had ago oci time { 2 )were bor
e
d ( 3
)
'
feiO. asleep {4 ) le rt before the show was over.
%
At Arthur 1 & home they had(I)cookies ( 2 ) cake (3)cahdy
(4 ) tea.
At noon meal Arthur asked for (l)o’ne dq£ert(2)no desert
(3) three desserts (4 ) four desserts
.
Jame s 1 iked be s t ( 1
)
Indians { 2 ) horses
(
3 ) 1
i
ons ( 4
)
cl owns *
Arthur enjoyed most(l ) tigers (2) elephants (3)band
(4
)
lions .
‘ i
tor dinner the boys had (1) steak (2) sandwiches (3) fish
(4) beefsteak® v
A .
imperfect indicative? To what stem are these
endings added? How is the stem derived?
(3:196s 9:80-31 s 11s 17-13.)
How do the three persons plural of the imperfect
indicative differ from the three persons plural of
the present; indicative? (3:136: 9s30-81j 11:268-5'
What are the phonetic sounds of the six endings
of the imperfect tense? (8:196; 9s XVI I: il:XII.)
How is the 3 tern of an irregular verb derived?
(8: 196; 9:81.)
How does the imperfect tense differ from the
passe compose" irk form? (8:130-132.196; 9:41',80;
11:17-18.)
What type action does the imperfect tense describe?
i
(8: 197-198; 9:81-32; 11:17-13, 23, 236-287.
)
' -
How does the imperfect tense differ from the passe/
compose" in meaning? (8-131,197-138; 9:81-82;
11; 17
-13.)
Would the imperfect tense be used in conversation
i
to a greater extent than in writing? (9:41,11-18.)
Does e tre
,
to be, conform to this rule of forming
imperfect endir.0s? (8:197; 9:81; 1I;.266.)
What exceptions to these endings are made in verbs
ending in -aer and - per ? (8:197; 11-277,236^.
)
'Wnat type action does the passe^ compose" describe?
269.)

13* How do demons trative pronouns differ in usage
from demons trative adjectives? (8; ;
04 1 53-154, 44-451 .11 : 8S.-39, 314*315 ,
)
14.* What are the forms of the demons trative adjectives?
Do they agree in gender and number? How many
plural forms are there? (8:112-; 9: 154, 44-45;-
11:314.
)
v
15* How do - ee and -cet differ? How are -ci_, and -la
used in conAuctions with, demonstrative adjectives?
( 8 : 112 : 9 : 45 ; 11 : 314 .)
16, What are the forms of the demonstrative pronouns?
f •
Do they agree in gender and number? How many
plural forms are there? (8:141; 9:154; 11:88-89,
314.)
>
17 * Are -el and -la used with demonstrative pronouns?
(8:141; 9:154; 1}: 88-89, 314.
)
18. What are the meanings of the following words:
la
,
rondo
,
simple
,
be auc oup , qnand , aussl and mala ?
(13 : 350, 55S, 592, 65, 513,48,373 »
19. Does -on always mean one? What other meanings
*
does it have? May it be used in the singular
and the .plural? May it be translated in the
singular or plural? What person and number of
the verb does it take? ( 8 : 210-211
,
248
,
425 ;
9:129-130; 11:318.)
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.
similar to the imperative? What tense, person,
and number does it take? What are, its characteristic
endings? Is the subject expressed or understood?
(88.117-118*356-357,464; 9;29-30; 11:264,}
. 21 , Are -faire une promenade* and tout le monde
~
used in their literal translations: 'What type
phrases are they? What do they mean? Do you
know any other similar phrases? (8:520,525; >
9tl3
g 25. 20 .
)
22 o Are adjectives invariable in English? How are
ad jec bives used in French? Plow is the masculine
form changed to the feminine form? Are the
plurals formed in a regular manner? (8:44-45,
9:10-11,17,18; 11:328-328,
j
23, Do verbs agree with their subjects in person,
gender, and number in English? Do they in

Title £ terry .
Le Cirque
/
"Lurid I nous irons au cirque, diss.it Arthur hier
quand nous fai cions notre promenade au bore! dc la trier*.
TJ Cc sera magnifique, ” Jacques dlsait quand il mange ait,
N \
"Parcc que je n ! aural rien a fairs ce j ourvia
.
r?
Cc lurid i venait tres lentement, msis enfin void le
jour dc notre depart * Cette joirnee-la on fa is ait
beauccup div preparations pour notre voyage en ville*
Arrivant en ville ds bonne heure
,
Arthur dit, "Voila
l 5 endroit rond du cirque la has. Depe chons -nous
.
y a
Cn ze depe chai t
^
f, Js c ours, ", repond Jacques, "attendez*moi * "
Cn voy&ii toutes css choses qu • mi cirque apportait
~
^
•
pour sa performance dans ce temp s «! a
«
Celui qui etait a la porte nous demandait nos tickets*
Ceux qui ©“talent apres nous, avaient dee tickets aussi
\
et on l©s donnait a cet homme au passage,
/ \
Imme d'ia tement Arthur c r 1 a i t , "Vcila un animal#
"
Celui qu’il voyait etait une chamelle, une tres grande
chamelle.

Moi, le dlsais . t! 0u sont les lions, ou' sent les
V
lions? v
Arthur repond, ?J Je he sals pas moi, j® ne sals pash'
’*Alprs, marchons plus loin, !? je'dlsaas an nmrehant.
Et on marchai t iin peu plus loin dans une grande
tente® II y avail la dans une cage deux tigresses et
f f
celles-oi e talent grandma, rondos, rials feroces aussi*
Celle-ci s’appelait Marie et celle-la Berthe’. Elies
avalent falm, et ©lies falsaient de grand bruit *
Plus tard on voyalt des clowns dans un rond. Ceux-ci
etaient hien drole s et de toutes couleurs. TTous les avons
regard.es longtemps. Celul«*ci tombaifc par terre et alls.it
a quatre pattss. Mais celul-la aul efcait proehe des
tentes, nous amusait avec ses simples bopffonneries
•
Q.uand on avait fairri on a’ mange dans un wagon-
restaurant dans une ass tentes. Laissez-moi vous raconcer
/
/
I'histoire du rspas. Quand on est entre, le wagon-
restaurant e'tait plein. Tout le.monde voulait -manger
< A
immediatement * On voulait manger aussitot que possible
f *
parce qu’on avait faim. Le wagon-restaurant etait tres
petit. II n’y avait pas beaucoup de chaises pour -s’asseoir
alors, il fallait rester debout pendant quelques minutes
afin d f avoir deux chaises pres d ? une table. Apres quinze
/

minutes
,
la fills venal t et nous demandait notre ordre.
Arthur n 5 aimait ni la poule nl Is bifteck, alors je
l’attendais. II prenait beaucoup de temps et la fills
devenait impa tiente . Alors je lui disais de decider
Ixnmeaiatsment « Moi, j* avals de oide* de prendre du poisson®
s
Apres des minutes Arthur- repondait qu ? il voulait du poisson
aussi* Alors nous deux, nous avons command© du poisson,
des oommes de terre fri'tes, de la laitue, et des tomates.
Avant le repas Arthur voula it des olives et du celeri et
de la soqpe aussi. Moi, je prenais des olives et du celeri
mais pas de soupe. Arthur m’a dit que la soupe etait
• t
delioleuse, mais elle etait un peu trop ehaude au
*
commencement. J { aimais les olives, speoialeraent les olives
no ires, mais le celeri etait fcien sec, et je ne le finis sals
p as , ,
Arthur finisss.it tout.
Pour bOisson, je prenais du lait mais Arthur voulait
e * /•
du the. La fille repondait qu'il n’y avait pas de the.
Alors Arthur buvaifc le- oafs’ et moi, je buvais le lait.
Comma dessert 11 y avAlt, des pech©3, de la crerne
glacee, des pommes rouges, du soda, des oranges et de la
salade.
Je prenais de la creme glacee immediatement . Arthur

voulait de la c perns glacee, des peches et une pomme.
Moi, je rials beaucoup, mais la fille disait qu J il
ne pourrait pas avoir toutes ces choses-la, alors Arthur
prenait la salade seulement.
t
On avait beaucoup de temps
,
alors on mangeait
lentement et joyeusement . On regafdait les garpons qui
jp f
e talent avec leurs parents et cfeux»la, qui e talent seuls
i
comme nous# II falsa! t chaud dans ce restaurant et tout
le monde avait chaud. Mais Arthur et moi, ncus etions
contents cette fois-ci, Farce que beaucoup de personnes
attendalent les chaises, on a pay© l*addition et on est
sort!. On aimait manger dabs les restaurants
fl
specialement les wagon~restaurants * Arthur et mol, nous
aimlons specialement les restaurant's du cirque,
\ / /
Apres avoir mange on se preparait avec tout le monde
s t / \pour la performance general©. Elle commencait a deux
heuresj et pendant les trols heures suivan-tes on s 5 arousal
t
beaucoup. On falsa! t beaucoup de promenades parmi 1©3
tentes »
i t
A deux heures precises on etalt dans la grande tente
avec les trols ronds . Ory a pris deux places et on •
regardait tout le monde dans cette grande tente.

' Touts a lea chose s qul apparclennont a un cirque et
presque tout le monde de la vilie e talent presents dans la
tente et Arthur et mol, nous lea avon a aims s beaucoup.
Lea longs wagons, les ehevaux de toutes oouleurs.
les vabhes, les grands elephants, les singes avec leurs
longues queues,
#
les chameaux dormants, les girafes eomiques
-Arthur regardait eelles~la long temps-los rhinoceros noirs,
/
les hippopotames gris, les lions feroces, les tigres jaun.es
les clowns eomiques, les Peaux-Rouges, les petltes huttes,
les acrobates rapides, les cowboys avec leurs beaux
ehevaux, les bicyolistes, la fanfare avec sen grand bruit,
tons cettx®ci nous donnaient grand plaisir.
Tout le monde regardait et aiwa.it tons- ces animaux
et cC:f personnages du cirque.
On les almait aussi, apecialement les aninaux de
I’Afr-ique. En allant ches nous acres cettc performance
joyeuse, Arthur rne dit, " Jacques, os t Ice que vous vous
A
etes amuse' du cirque?" "Oh, male oui, beaucoup
,
71
j
1 ai
repondu.
nrEt vous Arthur?" "Mol aussi, mais je auis im peu
* *
fatigue, Tf Arthur a repondu.

"Alors, allons chez moi pour quelques minutes,”
disait Arthur, et puis on entrait dana 3 a vnaison et a a
mere et son pare nous demands.lent, ^Avez^vous aline le
cirque?” ,f 0h oui, n on a repcndUo **J* alma is lea anlmaux,
»
apecialement les lions, ' a dit Arthur*
#
/
3
; aimais les chevaux, f; repondait Jacques.
j \ \
nhst~ce que vous avez mange yotre diner?” la mere
d ’ Arthur lui ademande\
"Oh, oui, certainement
,
n'est-ce pas Jacques?”
?tMais cui, ?} j’ai repondu, nous n* avons pas faim.”
Quand on buvait le the on pariait de cette
performance com!que et joyeuse qu i on a vac et Arthur me
dit, nPeut etre en economisant 1'annee prochaine nous
pourrons aller -encore autre fois.’ ?
!? J*essayerai , '* J'ai repondu. *
,}Moi aussi," dit Arthur, spares que ce^ cirque etait
magnifique . ”
”Ca, $ ’ aime-rais faire encore," disp.it Arthur
c on t inue 1 1ement , n 1 etait sp 1 endide .
'
J
”Alor s e s sayons ,> K j • a1 repondu
.
'’Mai^s oui, i! die Arthur*
/

» *
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’•Bon soir/T difc Jacques Q
't»Au revoir/f repond A'rt-:.ur et avec ces mots nos amis
s i Qn alia lent dies ©ux l^urensement , apres mis longue
j ourn.ee au cirque avec tons ces animaux
et ces personnet
interes sants .
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APPENDIX E
Copy of the Complete Objective Tests
as Used by the Pupils
Progress Test -No • I
Complete the following "verbs using th4 Imperfect Tense
;
parler fini: > prendre
C_J» CD 1e
^ q
je
tu ( tu
.11 I il ii
nous
•
nous nous
vous vous l7 OUS
ils ils ils
In cases of repeated past act
I
on
,
or
. hab1 tual action
the Tense is used*
Use the Imperfect Ten.se in the •fcllevying sentences
;
1* Jean
.
(etre) mon frere
,
2« Ma S'Oeur
______
(manger- } une pomme «,
2* Nous
.
_
( alien) & 1 ? eglise 1c dimanohe
,
4. Vous (commencer ) voire travail quand
je suis entreh
(voir) son pere cheque matin.5 II

Progress Test No- IJ
» v
A, Use the correct form. of the demonstrative adjectives
with the foil owlhg words;
1. homine
2 . .llvre
5. pomme
_
•
enfants
5. cheval
<6
. egl'ise
V. gateaux
6, tarte
9-
- - .
vehement
©o arbre
11. table s
12. hornme s
13. animaux
e
<
—
1
lion
15, fiiies
16, v
. e^ole
17. enfant
18. pere
19, crayon
20, papier

Progress Test No. Ii (cont.
)
B. Use the correct form of the demonstrative pronoun
In place of the following words:
1.
2 o
3 o
4.
5 .
6 9
7.
8 0
9<>
10 0
11 .
12 ®
13 ®
those (f)
that one (f)
these (f)
this one (f)
this one (m)
the ones (f)
that one (m)
this One (m)
the ones (m)
these (m)
those (m)
the one ( f
)
the one (m)
14 7
.
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A,
Progress Test No« III
Give the feminine form a nd the English meaning of the
following adjectives:
JL o psresseux
2 o *L rrn <v**»
5, V\ .O. 1.V»0 v»v
4. m o > i -rr^ -7 o
5. m -7 /aw —
o
6 o Vv />V1
7 « V\<£N 4* *> 4-
8o (TTionrlO'*
,9o •t ^.*i •?
10. vs ah
11, *1 G’*>rt'£S—
12. ^ j*An 0
13
»
VS
14. n a ??v> /a
'O w
3,5. sage
Bo Hie following phrases are
Give the English equivalent for the following phrases:
1. tout le monde
2 o faire une promenade

Final Objective Test
t *e correct n <imbe r
*
Arthur and James are (l)at the movies .2} at home (3)
rid in;-' bicycles ( 4 )at the seashore*
Monday came ( 1 } quickly ( 2 } siowly (3 }no t al all ( 4 rabid.1
.
— The two boys prepare to g,o to {1} the theatre. 2^a. baseball
gam 3 { o } the ci-rcus (4) schcol
»
The event will take place (l}at heme (2) in school (3) in
the c i ty ( 4 } in the c bun try
.
*--
• The man at the gate asked for (1) their names {2} tteir
ages (3) the ir tickets (4) the 5.r mone
~
r
,.
s avj .
.
(4)a soldier*
<ames asked, ’ki/liere 'are the ;•! bearr ° k.g ir-s (5)li ns
4 )mcn <eye?
They -saw two - tigresses in ail)bcn(i; cage (3)'bole
(pi) room*
The boys saw some very funny (1) clocks (2 ) columns '3)
*
animals (4 )cl owns.
fnsn they*. ibecame hungry they (1 / went home (2) went to
bleep ( 3 ) ate ( 4 )kept walk ii g
Thiel was in ail) field. { 2 .. garage ( o } sgr r e ( 4 • ten t
Tie main show began at(l two o 1 ck ock ( 2
}
n oon ( 3 ) s ix
o ? clock ( 4 ) tl roe o ? clock «
i
.
/
They ate in a(3.)hotei{2)rost Tarn (3 \x u tig . cm :> ( 4 ) ;& . e
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rut CJ rj
James and Arthur (3.)had a good time (
2
) were bored(3)
fell asleep (4) left before the show //as oyer.
At Arthur » s heme they had ( 1 ) cookies (2 } cake { 3 ) candy
(4 ) tea*
lit noon meal Arthur asked fox ( 1 ) one dssjeri '2 )no desert
{3)three desserts (4) four desserts'*
James liked best (1 ) Indians (2 )horses (3)lions (4) clowns *
Arthur- enjoyed raos*t(l ) tigers (2) elephants (3 )band
(4 } lions *
lor'dinner the boys had (1 ) steak (2 } sandwiches (3) fish'
(4}beefsteak 0

Complete the sentences by filling in the blanks with
he correct number*
-- Les gardens competent aller(l)a ltoglise (2)a l J ecole
(3) au cinema (4' a,u cirque*
-- Jacques dit' que ce sera(l)m-ailvais (2)mal (5)c x ere
(4
)
magnifique
»
-- Les d|ux garqons voyagaient (1 )en bateau(2)en avion(3)
en ville(4)en auto»
> Jacque s ( 1 ) c our t
(
2 ) vole ( 3 )nage ( 4 Jmarche
«
iL^homme a la ports demandait leurs (1) casques (2) argent
(3}chiens (4 ) tickets «
t
- Immed iatemen t Ar thur a vu ( 1 ) un av1 on (2 ) un hoxnms l 3 ) un
animal (4 )un crayon*
— L * animal stait(l)un c-hevai (2 }’uns chamelle (3 )un lion
(4)un tigre
•
— >Ils voyaien t - deux tigresses dans (Dun cage (2)un maison.
( 3 } une ten te ( 4 } un trou *
— line de ses tigresses .s * appelait (1 )Henri (2 ) Helene (3 )V.'arie
(4)LIarthe«
-- Un peu plus tard les deux garcons dnt vu(l)des clous
des cloches (3') des Clowns (4 )desf croix*
-•4 II s ont mange (1 )chez-eux(2)dans un wagon-restaurant (3)
V
dans un hotel (4 ) dans I’ecole.
— A deux heures on commence(l)a manger (2)la performance
/ / \ s
geberale (3)a joue.r(4)a sortir*
— On voyalt tant d f especes (1 )d*anlm&ux(2)d f avions (3)
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Arthur etait un peu(l )" .rise (2 ) fort (3) fatigue (4
)
jT
ehian :asse
.
Cer. deux gardens irons au cirque 1 ? annee prochaine
/
s J tls ont(l 1 ? argent (2 le temps (3)cLes livres{4)
de 3 ' an inaux
.
Jacquc-s dit, ?f (l')au rev :>ir (2 }bon soir(3)a bientot
(4)bon jour*”
Arthur repond, K (l)au revoir(2)adieu(3)bon soir(4)
ben jour* fJ
Vers le soir nos deux amis, Arthur et Jacques, s'en
von-t{l)k 1 f cede (2)che x eux(3)au bord de la mer(4)au
cinema*
Jacques almait beaucorp le3 (1 } tigresses (2) tentes
(3)11ons ( 4 ) che vaux
*

Ill
W'i til
1« -
2 * -•
3 . -
4 .
*-
Ofl *,s* •
6c
7 « ~
8 .
Q «, *=
10 .
11 . -
12 . -
1 •-> o ^
14 . ~
15 . »
16 . -
17 . -
18 . -
19 * -
20 . -
21 . -
22 o -
23 *
24 .
Use the correct form of the demonstrative adjective
the foilowing words*
•» enfant
=
~ femme
-- homme
/
-- llvre
chien
— pomme *
—
.
garcon
— enfants
livres
~~ cheval
eecle
=>*» eglise
femmes
— gateaux
~~ tarfce
-- vefcement
I
-- arbre
— table
*=— tables 1
tableaux
hommes
•»«- animaux
/
—« lion
_
— girafes

i* lace the correct forrr of the demons trs ti:ve adjective
the following sentences*
1 . Donne z -nous— - - - j ol 1e crave, fce .
/
2. ~-T-=>arhres i ont vieux.
2 Qa4 parle € • jeune. no r? >.e
‘
4 . « -—
~
ferame n’sst o as c i h ten t .
5. Qui e&fc—— .iol^e ciemoiselle?.
®4 \
5. Ou es t~—--"grand, garcon?
7. --fille est rechante*.
0» -garpon est rne'chant
.
9 . -----ferimes sont bellps.
10 « -garcon et~>— fills*
11. -----gateaux sont tons.
12. --—--chiens sont pet5^is»
c
\
13 » Ue donnez rien a-—---chats.
V,
Use the correct form of ce «. . . « »~oi; ce. « . . ,-ia.
1 . J’aime =• -—-pomme * Je n f airne pas p crrime— -—
2. —--cravate- -as t bleue ; -—--cravates—---sont
blanches*
3 . Desires-vous - -—1ivre - -- - -ou-——1ivre .
4. «--^«glace----“est bonne.
5. — homme- -es t content; -hommes---—n£ sont
—livre est. cher: livres 3 ont aben .narcl
pas
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tt'frifce the following sentences in 3 reach.
1* Did you like that apple? 1-
2. This apple is not good* 2.
3. Give me that ice cream®
4® I liked it® i«
o® I did not like that. o.
*6® Let ; s take this book. 5®
7. Let us give him that one.
8. This one was it.
9. This man was my fatlier
.
10. That woman is vour mother.
11. 'we 1 ikpd •him
12. He likes to take a walk.
13 o Everyone loved the children. 13
14. That girl was very pro tty® 14
15. This boy is sc small. 15
7.
*
b
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
VII o
writs the following sentences in English
1 . J f aline . c‘e s Xivre s
. p
2
o
Langeons no ere d $ne r
.
3® Cette femme est petite?/
Css hommes-ci sont grands.
5o Cette femme -la est belle.
5® Celui^ci, j’airue®
7, Celle-la je n f atme pas.
8* Pontons ces livres ones-nous
2 .
3*
4 <
5.
5 .
C r

9. J ? avals. dbux pommes hier. 9*
10\ Elle e“tadt ronde et large c 10*
^ III*
Give the English equivalent of the follov/in
lo cirque 1
.
2. I’onde 2.
2. preparation 5.
4. voyage 4.
5. performance 5*
6. tickets
.
v
7e immedia temen t
/»
o
- 7.
3* quand 8*
9 » ten fce
. 9c.
10. bouffonnerle 3 10.
11* beaucoup 11.
12. gene rale 12.
13* wagon 15.
14. girafe 14.
15 . aus s
i
15.
16* fatigue** 16.
17* Jacques 17.
18 * economise IB.
19* accord 19.

21 * simple 21.-
22 * rnagnifiqus 22 e
23 .
1
elowps 23.
24. lion 24.
25.
•
ta 25.
/
IX.
Write -five sentences in French using
' in each sentences
v
1. tout le monde 1.
2. tente 2.
3
»
faire une promenade 3.
4
«
ticks ts 4.
5® cirque 5.
X.
/
Give the English meaning of the foil-swing words by
placing the correct number in the corresponding blank
«
~~ celui i; those
<“« ce-lle 2 . round
-- ceux 3. these
— ce 4 . these '
— cell© 5. many
—
- celles 6 « those
— ce t 7. that one

ces
«•»--- celul-ci
— -- celul-la
----- celle~la
\
——
-
celles~la
----- ceux-ci
t
v.
-—
-- ceux~la
celles-ci
——
—
gelles-la
— ronde
—
— beaucoup
----- simple
on
faire une promenade
; tout le monde
«a«»^o<=»= mange z
*„«-« 11s ons
15a
bo this one
9.
these
10. this -one
11. eat
12. thi3
13. there
14. everyone
15. these
16. the one
17... those
18. simple
19. everyone
204 we
/
21. take a *?&lk
221 that
23. let us read
24. that one
25. the one
25. my
27 o them
28. yours
29. she
30. his

Fill in the blanks with words which will make the
sentences complete.
L Ceiui ' - 1 .
2. Celie-ia
3. Ces /
4. Celle
5. Simple
G . On •
7. Fanpez
o. Ceux
9. Get
-
10. Konde
*
11. Celle s
12. Ceiui “la
13. Tout le monde
\
14. Celles«ia
. %«
1 5 o On e ca i t '
1 6 . Be aucoup
17. Ceux^la
18. Faire . une promenade
19. Celles^ci^ •
20. L1 s ons .
21 . On J
22 . Dormons
23. Quand

XII*
1 ill in the blanks with the fernin /.he singular of the
fol 1 owing ad j ec tlvee
.
$ mat %s <** «* «*» v* ^ ^OH
2# THSLllV^XS
3 9 C3«SW«3C)tl1MW06»a3 petit
^
WK9sa«) grand
b *. •»»<»•»««**»“• paresseux
6 « £D a*» 9 C£ C» «a C8 u; ignorant
/ e 3C> us» ci» jolie
Fill in 'the blank’s with the nfasculine plural of the
follow ing ad j.e c live s •
J ^ O 6j>«a tfiooaa^ cp ca 40 heureuses '
,
2 q <ea U: Oi>taciac^«]i drole
O© *»C»»wtts;i©ai>epfS-« ll)'2? 8.VG
Fill in the blanks With the proper form of the verb
in parenthesis® Use the imperfect tense.
^
v
1 ® Les garpons— «> ® <*•® ( e tre ) bon s
.
2. Les meres, elies»-«---“«- (avoir )&es troubles .
9
3. Tout le r.ibnde—
—
(aller) mu cirque,
4® Le professeur-™—— (aimer) tons les eleves •
> .4 .
5* Le cirque-**——
—
(etre ) amusant.
/
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The Story .
Le Cirque
"Lundi ridue irons au cirque," disaib Arthur hier
quand nous falsi on3 nobre promenade au bond tie la mer*.
"Cc sera magnifique," Jacques disalt quand 11 mange ait,,
m N V
"Parcc que -»e n J aural rien a faire ee jourvia."
Ce lundi venait tres lentement, mala enfin voici le
jour de notre depart. Cette journ&e-la on faisait
beauccup be preparations pour notre Voyage en ville.
V
Arrivaut en ville de bonne heure
,
Arthur dit, "Vella
l*endrclt rond du cirque la has* Dene chons -nous
On se dspechu.it*
"Jo oc-urs," repond Jacques, " at tends
Cn voyalt touts s css .chose s qu-un cirque . apportait
pour s a performance dans ce temps^la.
Celui qul etait a la, porte nous demandai t nos tickets,
/
Ceux qui etalent apres nous, avaient dee tickets aussl
\
et on les donnait a cet homrne au passage.
* \
Iriunediatement Arthur criait, "Vella un animal." 1
/ \
Celui qu’il voyalt etait une charnel le, une tres grande
chamelle

Arthur repond, ”Je ne sais pas mol, je ne sals pas/ 3
-
r Alors, marchons plus loin,” je disais en merchant
»
Et on marc-ha 5 t un peu plus loin, dans une grande
*•
.
tente „ II y avait la dans une cage deux tigresses et
t / /
eelles-ci etaient grande s, rondeSj mais feroces ansst,
Celle-ci s’appelait Marie et celie-Xa Berthe » Elies
avaient faim, et elles faisaient de grand bruit*
Plu§ tard on vipyai t des clowns dans un r.ond* Ceux-ci
e* .r'.
etaient bien droles et de toutes couleurs. Nous les avons
regardes longternps. Celui**ci tombait par terre et allait
* \
a quatre pattes. Mais. celui-la qui etait proche des
tentes, nous amusait avec ses simples bcuffonneries
.
puand on avait fain on a mange dans un wagon-
restaurant dans une des tentes. Latssez~moi vous raconter
/
I'histoire du repas. Quand on est entre, le wagon*
restaurant e"tait plein. Tout le monde voulait manger
immediatement. . On voulait manger aussitot que possible
parce qu’on avait fairrn Ls wagon-restaurant etait tres
petit, II n’y avait pas beaucoup de chaises pour s’asspoir
al or s, il fallait res ter debout pendant quelques minutes
> \
afin d T avoir deux chaises pres d’une table, Apres quinze

minutes, la fille venal t et nous demandait notre ordre.y
i •
Arthur- n’aimait ni la poule ni le bifte.ck, alors je
1 ’ attendais » II prenait beaucoup de temps et la fille
devenait impatieVite . Alors je lui disais de decider
iimnefdistement » Moi, j ? avals de<5rlde
/
de prendre du poisson.
/
Apres des minutes Arthur repondait qu T il voulait du poisson
aussi*. Alors nous deux, nous avons commande du poisson,
des pommes ds terre frifces, de’ la laitue, et des tornate s.
Avant le repas Arthur voulait des olives et du ceieri et
de la soupe aussi. Mol, je prenais des 'olives et du ceieri
mais pas de soupe* Arthur. m* a dit que la soupe etait
' ,
delicieuse, mais elle etait un .peu fcrop chaude au
> • i•
commencement. J 5 aimais les olives, specialemeji t les olives
/
noires, mais le ceieri etait tien sec, et je ne le finiss'als
pas e
Arthur finis salt tout.
Pour hois son, je prenais du lait mais Arthur voulait
f
,
f * e
du the. La fille repondait qu’il n ? y avait pas de the.
Alors Arthur buvait le cafe’ et mol, je bwrais le Lait.
A
_ ^
Comme dessert il y avHit, des peches, ds la creme
glacee, des pommes rouges, du so’da. des oranges et de la
salade. ft
Je prenais de la creme glacee immed-iatement
.
Arthur

vouls It de la creme glacee, des peches et une pomme
»
Moi, je rials beaucoup, mais la fille disait qu’Il
ne pourralt pa 3 avoir toutes ces chose s -la, alors Arthur
prenait la salade s'eulement.
On avaifc beaucoup de temps, alors on mangeait
lentement et joyeusement « On regardait les garpons qui
e’taieht avec leurs parents et efeux«la, qui etaient seuls
coirffiie nous . II faisait chaud dans ce restaurant et tout
le monde avait chaud* Mais Arthur et moi, ncus etions
contents cette fois-ci* Parce ape beaucoup de personnes
f
attendaient les chaises, on a paye 1’ addition et on est
sorti. On aimait manger dans les restaurants 9
\
t
speeialement les wiagon-restaurants, Arthur et ’mol, nous
f
aimions speeialement les restaurants du cirque,
Apres avoir mange on se preparait avec tout le monde
/ • / v
pour la performance gene-rale, Elle qommencait a deux
heures, et pendant les trois. heures suivantes on s f amusai
beaucoup* On faisait beaucoup de promenades parmi les
tentes *
/ >
A deux heures precises on etait dans la grande tente
avec les trois ronds* On a jar is deux places et on
t
regardait tout le monde dans cette grande tents*
i

Toutes les chose s qui appar blennont a un cirque et
/> /
presque tout le monde ds la vilie etalent presents dans la
tente et Arthur et mol, nous les avon3 almes beaueoup.
Les longs wagons, les chevaux de toutes oouleurs,
les vafches, les grands elephants, lea singes ave c ieurs
longues queues, le3 chameaux dormanfcs, les glrqfe*s corniques
“Arthur regardant' celles-la long temps -les rhinoceros npirs
,
les hippopotames gris, les lions feroces, les tigres jaunes
les clown3 corniques, les Peaux-Rouges, les pe bites huttes,
les acrobates rapides, les cowboys avoo r* ' *» i -y-*urs beaux
chevaux, les bicyclis tes
, la fanfare avec sen grand bruit,
*
tons ceux«ci nous donnaient .grand plalsii5 .
Tout le monde regardait et aisnait tons oes animaux
et ces persormages du cirque.
On les aims it aussi, 3pec Ielement
l ’-Af'rique * En allant ches nous apres
joyeuse, Arthur me dit, ” Jacques, 33 Is-
les aninaux ie 4
cefcte performance
ce qua vous vous
w\
etes amuse du cirque?' 5
.
tJ 0h, male
repondu.
f’Et vous Arthur?” ”Moi aussi
/ *
fatigue
,
Arthur a repondu.
oui
,
be auc 0up
,
:t
j * ai
mala je suis un peu

"Alors, aliens chez mol pour queiques minutes,”
disait Arthur, et puis on en.trait dans -sa maison et sa
mere et son pere nous demanda lent, .A.vez^aus aims le
cirque?” n Ch oui, ;t on a rependu* ; J* alma 1 3 les an imaux
specialeinent les lions,” a dit Arthur.
*
”Mg 1
, j
: aimais les chevaux, “ repondait Jacques*/A \
nEst«oe que vous avez mange votre diner? 1 ’ la mere
d } Arthur 1u i ademap.de
»
,f 0h, oui, certainerfient
,
n’-est-ce pas Jacques?”
!,Mais oui,” j’ai repondu, nous n’avons pas fain.”
/
•Quand on buvait le the on parlait de cette
performance comique et 3 c-ye use qu T on a vue et Arthur me
* ~ t
dit, !J Peut etre en economisant I’annee prochaine nous
pqurrons aller encore autre fois*”
ftJ f essayerai, !? j’ai repondu.
x
' /
”Mo i aus si, ?f dit Ar thur
,
Iparc e que c e c irque e ta i
t
magnifique * ”
”Ca, ’aimerais fairs encore,” disait Arthur
continue llement
,
”11 /bait splendid© .
”
55Al or s ess ayons
,
V: j’ai repondu
.

167
5: i3cn sylrjj'* dit Jacques*
nAu revoir* ,f repond Art' ur et kvec ces mots nds amis
s'en alia lent chea eux hsureusement ,, apres me longue
journ.ee au cirque avec tous ces animaux et ces personnes
\A
H


